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PREFACE
This is the second edition of a document that was published to acquaint space and Earth
research scientists with an overview of the services offered by the National Space Science
Data Center (NSSDC). As stated in the previous edition, the NSSDC was established by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) over 20 years ago to be the long-term
archive for data from its space missions. However, the NSSDC has evolved into an
organization that provides a multitude of valuable services for scientists throughout the
world. This document includes brief articles concerning these services. At the end of each
article is the name, address and telephone number of a person to contact for additional
information concerning that particular service.
NSSDC personnel are highly talented individuals, skilled in a variety of scientific and
technological disciplines. Together they strive for a common goal and that is to provide the
research community with data and attendant services in the most efficient, economical, and
useful manner possible, both now and in the future.
I would like to thank those who contributed articles for this document. A special thanks goes
to Lloyd Treinish, William Campbell, and Dr. Joseph King for their technical assistance.
Special thanks also go to Len Blasso and Miranda Knowles (Science Applications Research)
for their editorial assistance, and to Rudy Pauley and his staff (NYMA) for the marvelous
prints of satellite and shuttle imagery. And finally, thanks to Charlotte Griner (McDonnell
Douglas Space Systems Company) for compiling and preparing the document for publication.
Dr. James Lauer Green, Director
National Space Science Data Center
June 1990
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
THE NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE
DATA CENTER
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC)
was established in 1966 by NASA to further the use
of data obtained from space and Earth science inves-
tigations, maintain an active data repository, and
support scientific research. The NSSDC supplies the
means for widespread dissemination of data beyond
that provided by the original investigators. These
services are provided to foreign requesters through
the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
(WDC-A-R&S), which is located within the NSSDC
at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).
The NSSDC actively collects, organizes, stores,
announces, disseminates, exchanges, and refers to a
large variety of scientific data that are obtained from
spacecraft and ground-based observations. Disci-
plines that are represented include astronomy, as-
trophysics, atmospheric sciences, ionospheric phys-
ics, land sciences, magnetospheric physics, ocean sci-
ences, planetary sciences, and solar-terrestrial phys-
ics. The data are contained on more than 120,000
magnetic tapes, tens of thousands of film products,
and optical, video, and magnetic disks. The NSSDC
periodically publishes information catalogs and data
inventories for the entire archive, a subset of which
is maintained on line and is reachable over many
international computer networks.
The primary responsibility of the NSSDC is to ensure
accessibility and utilization of NASA spaceflight
mission data; however, some data provided by non-
NASA sources are also maintained. In addition, the
archive includes important comprehensive informa-
tion about the data, such as general documentation,
indexes, and any transportable, well-documented
software.
As the volume and complexity of space and Earth
science data grow and the requirements of the scien-
tific community expand, the traditional data man-
agement approach must be augmented. This is
especially important for correlative studies of mul-
tidisciplinary data sets. A unique staff of computer
science professionals at the NSSDC is pursuing a vig-
orous program in advanced data system develop-
ment and computer science research to meet these
challenges.
Muchof the researchperformedin the spaceand
Earthsciencesi basedoncooperativeffortsamong
separateresearchgroups_To enablethesegroups
tocommunicateasilyandsharesoftwareanddata,
the NSSDCmanagesthe SpacePhysicsAnalysis
Network(SPAN),aninternationalnetworkof thou-
sandsofcomputersupportingafull rangeofscien-
tific disciplines.TheNSSDCiscontinuallyinvesti-
gatingand applyingnewcommunicationstechnol-
ogo"to increasethe reliability, performance,and
transmissioncapacityof thenetwork.
rithmsandcouplethemwithanydataandwithso-
phisticateddisplaytechniques.
Techniquesarebeingdevelopedtoenablethedistrib-
utedmanagementofbothhomogeneousandhetero-
geneousdatabasesindependentoflocation,organi-
zation,discipline,architecture,or format.TheDis-
tributedAccessViewIntegratedDatabase(DAVID),
aprimeexampleofsuchresearchanddevelopment,
providesuniformviewingoraccesstomultipledata
bases.
In 1978,theNSSDCconstructedacentralizeddata
basesystemcontaininga diversecollectionofgeo-
physicalparameters.This initiativeaddressedthe
needof the InternationalMagnetosphericStudy
communityfor amechanismtofacilitatecollabora-
tivedataanalysis.That databasewasusedat the
firstCoordinatedDataAnalysisWorkshop(CDAW).
Sincethen,otherdistinctdatabaseshavebeenbuilt.
SeveralCDAWshavebeenhostedatlocalandremote
sitesto allowrapidaccess,manipulation,andcom-
parisonofexcitingsolar-terrestrialdata.TheCDAW
concepthasevolvedintoanadvancedataanalysis
systemthat is beingappliedto severalotherdisci-
plines.
Recognizingtheneedandadvantagesofonlineinter-
activesearchfor data,the NSSDChasdesigneda
MasterDirectoryto aidusersinselectingandlocat-
ing datasetsby keywordsearchor by spacecraft,
experiment,andinvestigatorspecifications.Disci-
pline-orientedadvancedatasystems uchas the
CrustalDynamicsDataInformationSystem(CDDIS),
NASA'sClimateDataSystem(NCDS),andthePilot
LandDataSystem(PLDS)arenowmanagingan
expandingcollection of atmospheric, land, and ocean
science data. In addition to allowing easy online
access to data, these systems also provide compre-
hensive information about data and employ a disci-
pline-independent abstraction for complex data to
support generic display and analysis tools. This
approach has evolved into a standard method for
storing space and Earth science data for a variety of
applications, and is known as the NSSDC Common
Data Format (CDF).
The ability to provide pictorial or visual representa-
tions is critical to the understanding of data, particu-
larly for correlative data investigations. The NSSDC
Graphics System (NGS) uses the latest methods in
computer graphics and imaging, and state-of-the-art
hardware. Along with the endeavors in generic data
display, the NSSDC has a continuing program of de-
veloping new tools to manipulate and analyze arbi-
trary data streams. These include methodologies by
which a user can compose customized analysis algo-
Research is ongoing in the development of an end-to-
end Intelligent Information Fusion System (IIFS).
This requires the development of intelligent user
interfaces, spatial data management, automatic data
labeling and cataloging capabilities, object-oriented
DBMSs, advanced data structures and knowledge
acquisition tools. Such a system would remove the
need for a data system user to understand the cur-
rent data or information content, system architec-
ture or query language, thereby significantly im-
proving user performance.
The NSSDC is striving to develop truly modular
software that is easily and inexpensively maintained,
with well-defined interfaces and functionality. This
approach enables such software to be portable so that
it can be shared among the NSSDC and other com-
puter facilities.
The scientific acquisition staff at the NSSDC works
closely with projects and Principal Investigators (PIs)
in various disciplines to ensure that incoming data
are of the highest quality and the greatest utility to
the entire scientific community. These scientists are
available to work with individual NSSDC users to
address their specific requirements. They are also
dedicated to data analysis and generation of"value-
added" data, which may be of special interest and
convenience to a subset of the scientific community.
For example, real-time data were collected and trans-
mitted to the PIs over SPAN during the historic en-
counter of the International Cometary Explorer (ICE)
with the comet Giacobini-Zinner in September 1985,
and the Voyager encounters with the outer planets:
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.
In its role as WDC-A-R&S, the NSSDC serves as the
World Warning Agency for Satellites (WWAS) and,
as such, it assigns unique international identifica-
tion numbers to spacecraft as they are launched and
announces these launches on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Space Research ICOSPAR) through telexes
and the monthly publication of the SPACEWARN
Bulletin. _1
TheNSSDCalsooperatesthe AstronomicalData
Center(ADC),whichacquires,checks,maintains,
documents,anddistributesmachine-readableastro-
nomicalcatalogsof non-solar-systemobjects.Over
500suchcatalogsarein theADCarchive.
TheNSSDCdistributesthe NSSDC News :_ quar-
terly. New data sets, methods, services, and other
items of interest are discussed in the newsletter. In
addition, it publishes user guides and tutorials for its
interactive software systems, programmer guides for
its software products, and reports on its research
activities.
Requests: National Space Science Data Center
Code 933./1
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone:
Telex:
TWX:
FAX:
Network
Address:
(301) 286-6695
89675 NASCOM GBLT
7108289716
(301) 286-4952
(SPAN) NCF::REQUEST
(internet) request@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
WORLD DATA CENTER A FOR ROCKETS
AND SATELLITES
The World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
tWDC-A-R&S) is operated by the NSSDC (see Guide
to the World Data Center System, Part 1, The World
Data Center System2%
The subcenters for rockets and satellites do not hold
any data, contrary to the role of other discipline
subcenters in the World Data Center System.
However, all data and services of the NSSDC are
available to professionals outside the U.S. through
WDC-A-R&S.
Many of the NSSDC publications are issued jointly
with WDC-A-R&S. Examples are detailed catalogs
and spacecraft listings, such as the Report on Active
and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments (RAPSE), z_
which lists satellites currently operating in space or
planned for future launch, with details of orbits,
instruments and project scientists. It operates the
WWAS and the SPACEWARN System for the Inter-
national URSIGRAM and World Days Service
(IUWDS). In this capacity, it formally assigns inter-
national spacecraft identifications on behalf of
COSPAR and publishes special data reports for se-
lected satellite programs such as the monthly SPACE-
WARNBulletin,_lwhich contains timely information
about satellite launches.
The center is open to visitors from all countries
during normal working hours; however, advance
notification is recommended.
Director: Dr. James L. Green
Address: WDC-A for Rockets and Satellites
NSSDC, Code 930.2
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone:
Telex:
TWX:
FAX:
Network
Address:
(301) 286-6695
89675 NASCOM GBLT
7108289716
(301) 286-4952
(SPAN) NCF::REQUEST
(internet) request@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
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CHAPTER 2
ONLINE INFORMATION
AND DATA SYSTEMS
NSSDC ONLINE SERVICES
The NSSDC is making an increasing number of data
sets and services available on line to facilitate rapid
access over networks and dial-up lines. This is as an
alternative to the classical mode of replicating and
mailing data volumes (e.g., magnetic tapes) in re-
sponse to requests mailed or telephoned to the
NSSDC.
Some of the services which are discussed in detail
elsewhere in this document are funded out of specific
NASA discipline organizations for the benefit of
scientists supported by those offices. These cases,
including NCDS, PLDS, and CDDIS, require that
users have individual accounts on the NSSDC Com-
puter Facility (NCF).
Other services are offered through the NODIS sys-
tem (NSSDC account) on the NCF. This account is
available nearly 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to
anyone who can reach the NSSDC computers via
dial-up or via networks (see Chapter 3 titled Elec-
tronic Access). The services typically involve access
via menus to information or limited amounts of data,
and do not involve much central processing unit
usage. As of this writing, such access is free.
Data available via this NSSDC account include In-
ternational Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) extracted spec-
tra data, Nimbus 7 Gridded Totai Ozone Mapping
Spectrometer (TOMS) and Coastal Zone Color Scan-
ner (CZCS) data, and the OMNI data set of hourly
solar wind parameters. Information items include
the (not yet fully populated) NASA Master Directory,
a personnel data base containing over 30,000 users of
NSSDC services, and the American Institute for
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Canopus
newsletter. Access to ionospheric (IRI), atmospheric
(MSIS), magnetospheric magnetic field, and magne-
tospheric energetic trapped particle (AE8 and AP8)
models' are available for downloading or executing.
One option enables free form communication with
the NSSDC, with which requests for offline data
services may be made.
It is anticipe.ted that the volume and range of data
available electronically from the NSSDC will in-
crease greatly in the coming years. It is possible that
the informational aspects of the data systems whose
5
accessnow requiresindividual accountsmay be
foldedinto thefree-accessNSSDCaccount.
Contact: NathanJames
Address: NSSDC,Code933
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771USA
Telephone:(301)286-9789
Network
Address:(SPAN)NCF::JAMES
(internet)james@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
THE NASA MASTER DIRECTORY
The NASA Master Directory is an online search
system providing brief overview information about
NASA and important non-NASA space and Earth
science data, and online information systems. In
many cases the directory offers automatic network
connections to online information systems where
more detailed information about data of interest may
be obtained. Often, the data may be directly accessed
or ordered through these online systems. The Master
Directory is easily accessed via network or dial-in
lines (see below), and can be used by an inexperi-
enced person without the need to consult a user's
manual (online help is available).
The user may search for data of interest through a
variety of methods such as measured parameter,
science discipline, location or spatial coverage, over-
all time period, data source (e.g., spacecraft, ground
observatory), sensor, investigator, campaign or proj-
ect, etc. The information displayed by the directory
includes a descriptive title, summary abstract, key
references, persons to contact, archive information,
storage media information, and the values associ-
ated with the search keywords mentioned above. If
a connection to another system with more detailed
information is available, the connection can be in-
voked through the use of a simple LINK command.
If the user just wishes to use particular information
systems, the directory will provide a list of such
systems as well as options to link to them if such a
connection is possible. NASA discipline-oriented
data systems such as the Planetary Data System
(PDS), NCDS, NASA Ocean Data System (NODS),
PLDS, and directories of other government agencies
such as the National Oceanographic and Atmos-
pheric Administration (NOAA) are important ex-
amples.
Currently, the method of access to the NASA Master
Directory depends on the user's mode of connecting
to the NSSDC computers. To access it from a com-
puter connected to SPAN, the user should issue the
command SET HOST NSSDCA at the $ prompt,
followed by the entry of NSSDC to the Username:
prompt. No password is required. Entry to the
Master Directory as well as to other online services
available from the NSSDC is offered in the initial
menu. Dial-in users should call (301 ) 286-9000 (FTS
888-9000) and enter NSSDCA at the ENTER NUM-
BER: prompt, then proceed as stated above with the
Username: prompt. For access through Internet, use
the command TELNET 128.183.10.4 or TELNET
NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV, enter NSSDC again at
the Username: prompt, and proceed as above. These
procedures are subject to change, so inform the con-
tact person at the address listed below if you are
having problems.
Contact: Dr. James R. Thieman
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-9790
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::THIEMAN
(internet)thieman@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
EXPLORER REQUEST SERVICE
The International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) space-
craft, launched in January 1978, was placed in a
geosynchronous orbit over the Atlantic Ocean, ena-
bling operations around the clock. The satellite was
jointly developed by NASA, the European Space
Agency (ESA), and the British Science and Engineer-
ing Research Council (SERC). IUE is currently
NASA's only operating spaceborne telescope.
A network request service is available that allows
IUE archival data to be requested and transmitted
via SPAN from the NSSDC to the requester's node.
For requesters desiring a small number of spectra,
the use of SPAN eliminates the need to use magnetic
tapes.
To acquire IUE data over SPAN, a requester must
log onto the NSSDC account and select the IUE item
from the menu. The requester will receive a prompt
for the necessary information. The requested spectra
6
will be retrievedfrom an IBM 3850massstorage
systemorarawdatatapearchiveandplacedonlocal
NSSDCsystems.Therequesterwill thenbenotified
that the dataareavailablefor a specifiedperiodof
time,duringwhichthedatamaybecopiedviaSPAN
totherequester'snode.If therequestedspectraare
notavailablefromthemassstorage,amessagewill
besentdescribingthecurrentstatusoftherequest.
TheUniformLowDispersionArchive(ULDA)is a
compactedsubsetofthe IUE archivethat is acces-
sibleviaSPANfromwithin theNSSDCaccount.The
purposeof the ULDA is toallow a "quicklook"at
selected atato determineits usefulnessbeforere-
questingthecompletespectralimage.
The NSSDCis the national host for usersof the
ULDA systemwithin theUnitedStates,andto as-
tronomersin othercountriesthat donot havean
establishednationalsite. TheNSSDCis running
ULDAversion2.0whichcontains37,236lowresolu-
tion spectratakenbeforeJanuary1, 1987. The
imagescontainedin theULDAhavenotbeenreproc-
essedwith the latestversionof the IUE Spectral
ImageProcessingSystem(IUESIPS).
AnyusercandirectlyaccesstheULDAdataorsearch
routines. Througha seriesof searchand savefile
menusausercaninitiate a newsearchfor dataor
recovera previousfile that maynothavebeensuc-
cessfullynetworkedto theuser'snode.Thesearch
menus tartwithaspecificsearchtargetandregress
to a widermoregeneralsearchwindowwith each
menudisplay. A "?"in anyof the searchdisplays
couldyield furtherexamplesand/orclarificationof
whatisexpectedwithin that particularpanel.
In orderto viewthe imagesselected,the userwill
needa programcalledUNSPLto decompressthe
compactedfilesretrieved.BoththeUNSPLprogram
andan ULDA User's Guide 41are available by con-
tacting the NSSDC ULDA manager at (301) 286-
2899, or via SPAN at NCF::ULDA.
Contact: Charleen M. Perry
Address: NSSDC, Code 933.4
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone:
Network
Address:
(301) 286-2899
(SPAN) NCF::PERRY
(BITnet)W3CMP@SCFVM
(internet) perry@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
ROSAT MISSION INFORMATION AND
PLANNING SYSTEM
The Roentgen Satellite (ROSAT) Project is a coopera-
tive venture between the United States, Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG), and the United King-
dom (UK). The purpose of the ROSAT mission is to
study stellar X-ray sources in the manner of the
Einstein Observatory. The ROSAT spacecraft, de-
signed and operated by the FRG, is managed by the
Deutsches Forschungs Anstalt fuer Luft und
Raumfahrt (DLR) on behalf of the Bundes Minis-
terium Forschung und Technologie (BMFT), and will
fly three major instruments: a Position Sensitive
Proportional Counter (PSPC) designed and built by
the FRG, a High Resolution Interferometer (HRI)
designed and built by the U.S., and a Wide Field
Camera (WFC) designed and built by the U.K. The
ROSAT Satellite is tentatively scheduled to be
launched in May 1990.
The Space Data and Computing Division at GSFC
was selected to develop and support the U.S. ROSAT
Science Data Center (USRSDC). The NSSDC will
eventually be responsible for the public dissemina-
tion of the ROSAT data following the mission. To
ease the transfer of the data into the NSSDC ar-
chives, NSSDC was chosen to design the mission
planning software to create, maintain, and track
ROSAT Observation Requests (RORs). The RORs
comprise the body of the ROSAT data of interest to
the public.
As a first effort, the Mission Information and Plan-
ning System (MIPS) (see Figure 1) was developed to
assist scientists in preparing ROSAT proposals for
observing X-ray sources by the ROSAT satellite in
response to the ROSAT NRA. The MIPS is also used
to support NASA Headquarters and the ROSAT
Users Committee with the evaluation, selection, and
scheduling of U.S. proposals. It also provides neces-
sary schedules and reports to NASA Headquarters,
the U.S. ROSAT User Committee, and general ob-
servers, and will directly interface with the West
German mission planning software. Mission plan-
ning personnel will use the resulting observation
schedules as a basis for the tracking of the processed
data and its subsequent archiving in the NSSDC.
Guest observers will be able to access information on
approved targets and processing completion dates.
MIPS supports guest observers in determining tar-
gets of interest, coordinating proposals, and inspect-
ing the catalog of ROSAT observations, and the
catalogs of previous X-ray astronomy missions of the
Einstein Observatory and the ESA's European X-
Ray Observation Satellite (EXOSAT). It also pro-
vides an electronic mail facility to enable communi-
cation between general observers and an online
bulletin board for the review of common observer
news and information.
MIPS has been implemented on a dedicated DEC
MicroVAX II system utilizing the INGRES data base
management system. This MicroVAX II is presently
a node on the SPAN network, the ARPAnet/Internet
network and BITnet.
Contact: Jeanne Behnke
Address: NSSDC, Code 934
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-8340
Network
Address: (SPAN) ROSAT::BEHNKE
(internet) behnke@rosat.gsfc.nasa.gov
(BITnet) BEHNKE@ROSATBIT
U.S. ROSAT SCIENCE DATA CENTER
Mission Information and Planning System {MIPSt
['.S. MissionPlanning Operations
' ROSATObservationsRequests
° LongMissionTimelines
• ShortMissionTimeines
<_
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Figure 1: Overview of the Capabilities of ROSAT MIPS
ONLINE ASTRONOMY CATALOG
ORDERING SYSTEM
The Astronomical Data Center (ADC) Online Infor-
mation System provides interactive access to the
ADC Status Report on Machine-Readable Astro-
nomical Catalogs for users of the NSSDC VAX 8650
computer. It is designed to allow users to locate
catalogs by subject and keywords, and to submit
requests for data directly over the SPAN network.
The system has three options to search for catalogs.
(1) Catalogs are listed by the ADC or Centre de
Donnees de Strasbourg (CDS) number, and grouped
in the categories of the CDS numbering system:
positional data, photometric data, spectroscopic data,
cross-identification catalogs, combined and derived
data, miscellaneous data, nonstellar and extended
objects, and catalogs sorted by plate areas. When one
of the eight categories is selected, the system dis-
plays the catalogs in that category. (2) Catalogs can
be displayed in alphabetical order according to a
short title assigned to each. (3) Catalogs can be listed
by keyword. More than 170 keywords have been
selected based on catalog types, objects (targets),
main contents, and observational methods. Up to
five keywords have been assigned to each catalog
based mainly on its primary data, since the referenc-
ing of secondary data would not only confuse the
location of specific catalogs but would result in the
association of large numbers of keywords for many
catalogs. However, in cases where the secondary
data of a major catalog have been used as a frequent
reference source for the data, an associated keyword
may be included.
When a catalog is selected, the system shows basic
information about the catalog: full title, author(s),
source reference(s), file structure (logical record length
and number of records), and current status of the
catalog. For further information about the catalog, a
brief description and bibliographical reference(s) can
be displayed if available.
The system also receives interactive requests for
data. A user may receive data via electronic net-
works or on tape by U.S.mail. For receiving data via
electronic networks, the requested data set (catalog)
must be smaller than two megabytes and the user
must have a SPAN, BITnet, or Internet address. A
user who wants to receive the data on tape by U. S.
mail must generally supply a sufficient number of
standard 2400-foot tapes to hold the requested data,
after submission of an interactive request for the
data.
The system is accessible over SPAN or by dialing the
NSSDC VAX 8650 directly. The SPAN node is
NSSDCA and the user name is ADC. Valid users may
obtain the account password by contacting the ADC.
Contact: Dr. Wayne H. Warren, Jr.
Gall L. Schneider
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-8310
Network
Address: (SPAN)NCF::ADCMGR
(BITnet) TEADC@SCFVM
(internet) adcmgr@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
STARCAT/SIMBAD
The NSSDC has access to major retrieval systems for
astronomical data through the locally installed
STARCAT (Space Telescope ARchive and CATalog)
system developed at the Space Telescope/European
Coordinating Facility (ST/ECF) and the European
Southern Observatory (ESO).
The STARCAT system is a collection of software and
associated astronomical data, the latter consisting of
full catalogs and various observing logs from space-
borne astronomy missions. These data are resident
on a Britton Lee 700 data base machine at the
NSSDC. The software system runs on the NSSDC
VAX 8650 computer and allows, in addition to data
retrieval, various other capabilities related to astro-
nomical computing, such as coordinate conversion, a
calculator pad, and extensive help facilities. STAR-
CAT will also serve as the interface to the ST/ECF
archive of Hubble Space Telescope data, which is the
principal reason for development of the system.
The SIMBAD (Set of Identifications, Measurements
and Bibliography for Astronomical Data) data bank
is an object-oriented system designed to provide the
latest observational data and bibliographic informa-
tion for individual astronomical objects outside our
solar system. The data bank and its software system
have been developed by the CDS over a period of more
than 15 years and through the combined efforts of the
international network of astronomical data centers.
The ADC at NSSDC has played a key role in this de-
velopment by supplying high quality and well-docu-
mented catalogs to the CDS for incorporation into the
data bank. SIMBAD currently contains approxi-
mately 650,000 stars, 100,000 nonstellar objects,
and 2,000,000 identifications from more than 400
source catalogs and data compilations. The biblio-
graphicaldata baseincludesabouthalf a million
referencesfor 150,000objects,as taken from 90
regularlyscannedjournalsandmiscellaneouspubli-
cations. The bibliographyfor stars is reasonably
completeback to 1950,while that for nonstellar
objectsofficiallycommencesin 1983,althoughear-
lier referencesarepresentforagreatmanyobjects.
The onlinestoragerequiredfor SIMBADdata is
currentlyabout200megabytes.
A userof SIMBADcansearchfor astronomicalob-
jectsbyanyoftheir plethoraofidentifications(some
objectshaveasmanyas30ormore),byastronomical
coordinatesandanassociatedrange(e.g.,allobjects
inagivenfieldofview),orbyasamplingprocedure
that selectsobjectsaccordingto specificcriteria.
Basicdata for eachselectedobjectare displayed,
followedby all identifiersby which the objectis
known.Onecanthenretrievealistofobservational
datafor theobjectanda tabulationofall published
papersthat discusstheobject.Completetitles and
citationsaregivenforeachreferencesothattheuser
canselecthosethat requirefurther investigation.
AlthoughNASAandNSFnowsupport,throughthe
SmithsonianAstrophysicalObservatory(SAO),a
permanentnetworklink to Franceandthe costof
SIMBADusageforAmericanastronomers(seeAAS
Newsletter, _N. 45, p. 10, June 1989), the ADC main-
tains a request service for astronomers who do not
have a SIMBAD account with the SAO but who wish
to have small searches done. SIMBAD output can be
printed and mailed to requesters or can be sent via
the various computer networks.
Contact: Dr. Wayne H. Warren, Jr.
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-8310
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::WARREN
(BITnet) W3WHW@SCFVM
(internet) warren@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
W3WHW@SCFVM.GSFC.NASA.GOV
NASA CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM
The NASA Climate Data System (NCDS) is an inte-
grated scientific data and information system that
supports researchers in the atmospheric, ocean, and
Earth sciences by allowing them to interactively
locate, access, manipulate, and display climate re-
lated data. NCDS enables researchers to find and
learn about data of interest by accessing a compre-
hensive catalog of data descriptions and an inventory
of temporal and volume information, to access sub-
sets of online or offiine data, and to view and manipu-
late these data.
NCDS is now an operational data system at the
NSSDC. After many years of development with
limited operations as the Pilot Climate Data System
(PCDS), the system has now reached a state of
operational maturity. NCDS is available on the
NSSDC DEC VAXCluster (VAX/VMS) to the inter-
national user community over a wide variety of
networks, including SPAN and Internet.
NCDS continues to build upon off-the-shelf lboth
commercial and public domain) software packages.
The Oracle data base management system serves
the Catalog, Inventory, and Data Access Subsys-
tems; IDL supports the Data Manipulation Subsys-
tem; and Template serves the Graphics Subsystem.
The Transportable Applications Executive (TAE-Clas-
sic) provides the basic structural framework for the
user interface. The NSSDC Common Data Format
(CDF) is used by the Data Access, Data Manipulation
and Graphics Subsystems for direct utilization of
online data stored on magnetic and optical disks.
NCDS provides access to approximately 500 GB of
data, mostly offline, spanning about 46 distinct data
sets. A portion of the data sets held by NCDS reside
online, along with samples ofoffiine data (about two
GB total). The majority of data sets held by NCDS
fall into four primary subdisciplines, the first of
which is solar activity/irradiance. The Nimbus 7
Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) instrument, the Solar
Maximum Mission (SMM)ACRIM, the Earth Radia-
tion Budget Experiment (ERBE) scanner, and the
SME Solar Ultraviolet Spectrometer provide the
bulk of the data.
A second subdiscipline is Clouds and Radiation. The
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE), the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP), and its related First ISCCP Regional Ex-
periment (FIRE) are three primary projects sup-
ported by NCDS. The Nimbus 7 ERB and the NOAA
satellite series AVHRR instruments also offer valu-
able data for analysis.
A third grouping of NCDS data is the general cate-
gory of Global Climatologies and Oceanographic data
sets. In this category, users find sea surface tempera-
ture data from the Climate Analysis Center, Fleet
Numerical Oceanography Center, NOAA's Satellite
Data Services Division (SDSD), and the Comprehen-
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Figure2: SamplePlotofNCDSDataSet
siveOceanAtmosphereDataSet(COADS).Several
of thesesamedata sets,alongwith the National
MeteorologicalCenter'sanalyses,providewinds,
humidity,fluxes,andothermeteorologicalparame-
ters. TheFirst GARPGlobalExperiment(FGGE)
datastill remainpopular,especiallysincetheir re-
centreanalysis.TheAngellandJonestemperature
deviationdatasetsarealsoavailable.TheWorld
MonthlySurfaceStationClimatology(NCDCand
NCAR)dataset,whichspanstheperiodfrom 1731
throughthepresent,representsthelongestperiodof
recordofanydatasetheldbyNCDS.
Thefourthcategoryisthat ofAtmosphericConstitu-
ents.Ozone,aerosols,nitrogendioxide,and/orwater
vaporare the majorspeciesderivedfromNimbus
instruments uchasBUV,SBUV,LIMS,TOMS,and
SAMII. SAGEIandSAGEII ontheAtmosphericEx-
plorerMission(AEM)andonthe Earth Radiation
BudgetSatellite(ERBS),respectively,havecollected
dataonthesamefourspecies.
In additionto the expansionof its comprehensive
dataholdings,NCDSnowoffersan improveduser
interface,betterperformance,andnewversionsof
off-the-shelfsoftwarepackages.Softwaredevelop-
mentactivitiesoccurin parallelwith theusersup-
portanddatamanagementefforts.Implementation
is focusedontheseamlessintegrationoftheoff-the-
shelfsoftwareandcustomsoftware.For example,
NCDSmustaccommodateavarietyofoftenobscure
dataformatsforthedatasetsthatit supportsforboth
inventoryand accesspurposes.New CDF-based
toolsforeasylistingandsubsettinghavebeendevel-
opedtoexpeditethetransferofdatafromtheNSSDC
totheuser'scomputersystem.Anexperimentaldata
basefor onlinedatahasbeeninstalled,freeingthe
userand developerfromuser interfaceoverhead.
The46datasetstowhichthesystemprovidesaccess
arefurther subdividedinto 115datatypesfor effi-
cientstoragein CDF. Thefunctionalityofthe ma-
nipulationandvisualizationtoolsavailablefor data
setsin CDFhasalsobeenimproved(seeFigure2).
ThemajoraccomplishmentbyNCDSin fiscalyear
1989wassignificantlyexpandingthe scopeof its
operationalservicesbyprovidingtimelyaccessto a
widerangeof data.Theseeffortsculminatedin the
first NCDSworkshopwhichbroughtover200inter-
estedusersfromaroundtheworldtoGoddardSpace
FlightCenterto evaluateandexperimentwith the
system.Dataproducers(ofdatasetsheldbyNCDS),
data center representatives,scientists,and data
systemspecia]istshadanopportunityto useNCDS
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andto discusstheir applicationswith NCDSdata
holdings.Thisworkshopbroughtheuniqueconcept
of atruly integrated,data-independentsysteminto
reality for manyparticipants,and illustrated its
potentialforsupportingscientificresearch.
Figure2is anexampleofthetypeofdatavisualiza-
tion that canbegeneratedby the NCDSGraphics
Subsystem.It isacontourmapofthetemperatureof
theEarth'ssurfaceasviewedonanazimuthalequi-
distantmapprojectionshowingapproximatelythe
southerntwo-thirdsof the southernhemisphere.
Thismapisderivedfromadatasetdevelopedbythe
U. S.NavyFleetNumericalOceanographyCenter
(FNOC)basedupon 12-hourobservationsby the
Navy'sOperationGlobalAtmosphericPrediction
System.Thefull supportoftheFNOCdatasetwas
addedtotheNCDSinFY89.FNOChasbeenanalyz-
ingmanyoceanographicandmeteorologicalparame-
terssincetheearly1960s.Thescopeofthisdataset
hasexpandedinrecentyearstoinclude,forexample,
globalcoveragevery12hourssince1983.A nomi-
nalgrid of200x 200cellshasbeenderivedfromthe
model-basedglobalsurfacetemperaturesfor Octo-
ber10,1986,at 00:00GMTandis displayedin the
figure.
Contact: LolaM.Olsen
Address: NSSDC,Code934
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771USA
Telephone:
Network
Address:
(301)286-9760
(SPAN)NCF::OLSEN
(internet)olsen@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
Nimbus7satellite.It producesdailyglobalmapsof
thetotalozonecolumnandwasinstrumentalin the
discoveryandsubsequentstudiesof the so-called
"OzoneHole"overthe Antarcticcontinent. More
thantenyearsofTOMSdataareavailablefromthe
NSSDC.
Tosupportatmosphericscientistsdoingresearchon
ozonedepletion,theNSSDCcontinuallyplacesthe
latestgriddedTOMSozonedataonline. Thesedata
areavailableaboutsixweeksafter acquisition.By
specifyingtimeandlocation,a usercanlog ontoa
publicaccountsetupbytheNSSDCandeitherlook
at character-codedmapsor downloadnumerical
valuesto a personalcomputer. Scientistsusing
SPANcanalsomailthesubsettedatatotheir own
accountsfor furtheranalysis.
In addition,theentireTOMSarchivefromNovember
1,1978,throughDecember3, 1988,is availableon
line in CDFon opticaldisk and is supportedby
NCDS. Value-addedatasets,includingmonthly
griddedmeansanddaily zonalmeans,havebeen
preparedandareavailable.Datafortheyear1989
will beaddedtothisonlinearchivewhentheybecome
available.
Contact: CarolynY.Ng
Address: NSSDC,Code933
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771USA
Telephone:(301)286-4088
Network
Address: (SPAN)NCF::NG
(internet)ng@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
TOMSOZONEDATA
The NSSDC currently archives some of the key data
sets for the study of stratospheric ozone, a subject
that has received considerable attention lately among
climate research scientists and in the news media.
Ozone, a strong absorber of the solar ultraviolet ra-
diation, is essential to life on our planet. It is now
well established that man-made chemicals such as
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) can destroy ozone result-
ing in a potentially adverse impact on life on this
planet.
One of the key inst_'uments for measuring the total
ozone column globally is the Total Ozone Mapping
Spectrometer (TOMS) currently flying on NASA's
PILOT LAND DATA SYSTEM
The Pilot Land Data System (PLDS) is a distributed
prototype information system whose objective is to
support land scientists in their research by helping
them identify and acquire data of use to them, and by
providing them a mechanism to access remote com-
puter facilities using electronic communications.
The PLDS is a multicenter cooperative data system
with the NSSDC as project office and lead center, and
the Ames Research Center (ARC) and the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory (JPL) as participating centers. Cur-
rently, the data system is emphasizing the needs of
the broad NASA-funded land science community. Its
long-term objectives are as follows:
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Provideinformationaboutavailablescientific
datawith enoughgranularity and associated
informationto allowinvestigatorsto determine
if thedatatheywant fortheir researchis avail-
able.
Provideaccessto existingscientificdataonce
scientistshaveidentifiedwhichsubsetof data
theywantto acquire.
Provideaccessto existingtoolsto analyzeand
processthat data,suchastheLASat GSFCand
theVICARat JPL.
• Provideinformationabout accessto existing
computerfacilitiesat participahngsites.
Provide lectronicommunicationstositeswhere
significantamountsoflandsciencedatareside,
or to computingfacilitieswherethedatacanbe
processedor analyzed.
Thedatasystemis in theprocessofpreparingfor a
smallscaleoperationalperiodwhichwill run six to
ninemonthsinmid-1990.Datasetsarebeingadded,
andsoftwaredistributedbetweenthenodessothat
the capabilitieslisted abovewill beprovidedin a
Number of
Granules/ PLDS
Node
Aerial Photograph 17,836/0 ARC/JPL
AIS futuret JPL
AiMS 99/44 GSFC
AVHRR-GAC 0/110 GSFC
AVHRR-LAC 806/525 GSFC
AVIRIS 564/564 JPL
Botanical Sample 1,219/0 JPL
DEM 54/1 JPL
Earthquake Epicenter 983/0 JPL
Geological Sample 4,800/0 JPL
MSS 0/120 GSFC
Thematic Mapper 169/8 GSFC/JPL
Landsat Browse (TM & future GSFC
MSS fr. LandSat 4-5,)
NERDAS 0/48 GSFC
NDVI future GSFC
PFES future JPL
PIDAS future JPL
SAR Data Catalog future JPL
(SIR-A & B, Seasat,
Quadpole SAR)
SMMR-PDVI 12/1 GSFC
SMMR-Snow 106/1 GSFC
SMMR-TAT 0/8 GSFC
Sun Photometer future ARC
TIMS 2,361/110 ARC/
GSFC/JPL
NS001 -TMS 2,791/221 ARC/
GSFC/JPL
Daedalus-TMS 8056/0 ARC/JPL
Topographical Map 361/0 JPL
VISSR 0/50 GSFC
t = available late-1990
Table 1: Operational Period Data Sets
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uniformand consistent manner throughout the data
system when it begins this operational period.
Data sets now available are listed in Table 1. Tem-
poral and spatial coverage will be very limited for
some of the satellite data; however, many of the data
sets overlap in time and space. The most complete
holdings contain data collected from sensors borne
on aircraft.
The PLDS User Support Offices located at ARC,
GSFC, and JPL can be contacted for assistance or
documentation on use of this data system.
Contact: Dr. Blanche W. Meeson
Address: NSSDC, Code 934
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-9282
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::MEESON
(internet)meeson@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
CRUSTAL DYNAMICS DATA INFORMATION
SYSTEM
The Crustal Dynamics Project was formed by NASA
to advance the scientific understanding of Earth
dynamics, tectonophysics, and earthquake mecha-
nisms. The project uses two types of space-age tech-
niques in this study: laser ranging to an artificial
satellite or the moon, and Very Long Baseline Inter-
ferometry (VLBI). As part of its data management,
-the project has designed and implemented a central-
ized Crustal Dynamics Data Information System
(CDDIS) (see Figure 3). The CDDIS has been fully
operational since September 1982. The main pur-
pose of the CDDIS is to store and disseminate all
geodetic data products required by the project in a
central data bank, and to maintain information about
the archival of all project-related data. All author-
ized principal investigators, staff, and cooperating
institutions have access to the CDDIS by means of
network or dial-up telephone lines. The CDDIS is
operational on a dedicated DEC MicroVAX II com-
puter and is currently accessible through SPAN,
Internet, BITnet, and GTE Telenet facilities. The
menu-driven system provides the user with access to
the different parts of the CDDIS, and data retrievals
or queries are possible with user-friendly interfaces.
The archive of preprocessed laser and raw, corre-
lated VLBI data is r_tained offline in the CDDIS tape
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library. All other information can be accessed through
a data base utilizing the Oracle data base manage-
ment system (DBMS). The laser, VLBI, and Global
Positioning System (GPS) data sets accessible through
the CDDIS fall into four major categories:
PreprocessedData
These include catalogs of preprocessed SLR (Satel-
lite Laser Ranging) data from 1976 through the
present, and VLBI data from 1976 through the pres-
ent. SLR data from the LAGEOS, BE-C, Starlette,
and EGS satellites are stored on line in a data base;
the actual data are archived off line on magnetic
tape. The VLBI data consist of online experiment
listings in the data base and a magnetic tape archive
of the actual experiment data.
Analyzed Data
These include SLR, LLR (Lunar Laser Ranging),
VLBI, and combined analyzed results supplied by
the project's science support groups and other analy-
sis centers, and project investigators at GSFC, JPL,
National Geodetic Service, Massachusetts institute
of Technology (MIT), the University of Texas, and
many other institutions around the world. These
analyzed results currently span different time peri-
ods from 1976 through the present and are accessible
through a data base management system. They
include precision baseline distances, Earth rotation
and polar motion determinations, length-of-day val-
ues, and calculated station positions.
Ancillary Data
This information includes descriptions of Crustal
Dynamics Project site locations, a priori monument
coordinates and calibration data, and a priori star
coordinates. These data sets are contained in the
online data base.
Project Management Information
This category is accessible through the CDDIS data
base to authorized project personnel only and in-
cludes mobile system schedules, occupation informa-
tion, and configuration control information. In addi-
tion, CDDIS operational information is kept in the
data base and is accessible to CDDIS staff only. It
includes logs of all laser, VLBI, and GPS tapes
received from the many global sources, as well as logs
of all tapes created by the CDDIS for outside users.
Listings of CDDIS backup tapes are also retained.
In addition to the online, menu-driven user view, the
CDDIS is also tasked to assist the investigator com-
munity with its data requirements.Thesedata
services of the CDDIS primarily consist of receiving
and archiving Crustal Dynamics-related data on
magnetic tape and cataloging these data in the CDDIS
data base. All data received by the CDDIS from the
many contributing global sites must be verified and
often must be reformatted before distribution. The
CDDIS is then responsible for the dissemination of
these data to authorized Principal Investigators lo-
cated in the United States or at institutions in other
countries. Efforts are made by the staff to send the
data in the most convenient format to the investiga-
tors. Data can be made available in the form of
printout listings, magnetic tape, or network files.
A user's guide, Quick-Look Guide to the Crustal Dy-
namics Project's Data Information System, 35 pro-
vides brief descriptions of the DIS and its menu
items, as well as detailed instructions on how to
access the system and whom to contact when prob-
lems occur. A regular bimonthly publication, the DIS
Bulletin, 3_ is available to project investigators and
affiliates. The principal purpose of this bimonthly
publication is to familiarize the Crustal Dynamics
Project investigator community with the data held
by the DIS, and to report any peculiarities in previ-
ously acquired data.
The CDDIS Brochure 36 is also available and provides
a brief description of the system, access procedures,
and contact information.
Contact: Carey E. Noll
Address: NSSDC, Code 934
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-9283
Network
Address: (SPAN) CDDIS::NOLL
(internet) noll@cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov
(BITnet) noll@CDDIS1
Catalogs
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The data management system for the Crustal
Dynamics Project utilizes a centralized data
information system (CDDIS) which stores in a
data bank all Project-acquired data products
and associated ancillary data. The CDDIS is
readily accessible to all Project investigators
and cooperating institutions.
Figure 3: Overview of the CDDIS
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COASTAL ZONE COLOR SCANNER
The central archive and distribution facility
responsible for providing access to the entire Coastal
Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) data set is the National
Space Science Data Center. CZCS data products
have been produced in collaboration with the Nimbus
Project Office, GSFC's Space Data and Computing
Division, GSFC's Laboratory for Oceans, and the
University of Miami/Rosenstiel School of Marine and
Atmospheric Science. The thrust of this effort has
been to process all data acquired by the Nimbus-7
CZCS instrument to Earth-gridded geophysical
values, and to provide ready access to these data
products. The ocean color data products are beginning
to provide reliable estimates of marine phytoplankton
biomass in the ocean. These are the microscopic
plants that grow in the upper sunlit regions of the
oceans and form the base of the marine food web.
Understanding the distribution of phytoplankton is
critical for many branches of marine ecology and
fisheries science.
An end-to-end data system utilizing recent advances
in data base management andboth digital and analog
optical disc storage technologies has been developed
to handle the processing, analysis, quality control,
archiving, and distribution of this valuable data set.
The entire Level 1 CZCS data (800 gigabytes) have
been copied from magnetic tape to digital optical disc.
Levels 2 and 3 data are also available for distribution
(see Table 2).
In addition to the NSSDC, a number of academic and
research institutions have been established by NASA
to serve as regional browse, distribution, and analyses
centers for most of the CZCS data sets. These
regional distribution centers have resident copies of
all data that is Level la or higher, and the necessary
hardware and software required for browsing,
copying, and reformatting the images. One of the
most innovative aspects of this project has been the
development of an analog optical disc browse and
data order capability which is becoming widely
available within the research and educational
communities.
The CZCS browse capability provides a researcher
the ability to quickly search the entire Level 2 CZCS
data set and to instantly view pigment fields that
meet his search criteria. If the researcher feels that
a given scene warrants further investigation, the
browse program provides for the generation of an
order file which can be sent electronically over SPAN
to the NASA archive where the digital data are
copied and sent to the requestor. Researchers not on
SPAN can use other electronic mailing procedures
including Telemail. The browse and order capability
is supported through NSSDC Online Data and
Information Services (NODIS).
Contact: Carolyn Y. Ng
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Telephone:
Network
Address:
(301) 286-6695
(SPAN) NCF::NG
(internet) ng@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
Spatial
Reaolution Total Presently
Data Type (inn) Scenee Available
Individual Total
File Size Volume
(mbyte) (gbyte)
Level 1 1 67,789 67,789
Level la 4 66,000 66,000
Level 2 4 60,000 31,000
Level 3
DAILYPST ' 20 2,800 960
DAILYCOMP* 20 2,800
WEEKLYPST 20 560 192
WEEKLYCOMP* 20 560
MONTHLYPST 20 93 32
MONTHLYCOMP 20 93
12 813
0.7 48
0.7 44
4 11
28 78
12 7
28 16
26 2
28 3
Table 2: Volume of Coastal Zone Color Scanner Data Products
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OMNI DATA SET
One of the most accessed value-added data sets that
the NSSDC maintains is the composite, hourly reso-
lution, near Earth solar wind magnetic field and
plasma data set. Field and plasma data have each
been provided by approximately 12 different space-
craft, and extensive cross-calibrations were performed
in creating the composite set. In addition, the data
set contains selected solar and geomagnetic activity
indices (R, C9, Kp, Dst). The data set currently spans
1963 to 1988 and is periodically updated.
The data set presently on line via the NSSDC account
spans the 1973-1988 period only. Figure 4 shows the
percent coverage of the online OMNI data. In the last
few years, the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform 8
(IMP 8) has been the primary source for the magnetic
field and plasma data, although some 1985 data from
the Soviet/Czechoslovakia Prognoz 10 mission was
recently added.
Access to this data set is gained through the NSSDC
account. The interface enables the user to choose any
subset of the 37 data values per hourly record for any
time span, and either to list the selected data to a
terminal screen or to create an ASCII or binary file
for downloading to a computer.
These data have also been provided on magnetic tape
(the "OMNItape'), CD-ROM, and floppy disk, and as
both plots and listings in the NSSDC Interplanetary
Medium Data Book l_ and associated supplements.
The latest supplement (No. 4) was issued in Septem-
ber of 1989.
Contact: Dr. Joseph H. King
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-7355
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF:KING
(internet) king@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
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Figure 4: Percent Coverage of the Online OMNI Data
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Thiscomputerassembledtwo-imagemosaicofSaturn'sringstakenbyNASA'sVoyager
1onNovember6,1980,at arangeofeightmillionkilometers(fivemillionmiles)shows
approximately95 individualconcentricfeaturesin the rings. Theextraordinarily
complexstructureof theringsiseasilyseenacrosstheentirespanof thering system.
Theringstructure,oncethoughtobeproducedbythegravitationalinteractionbetween
Saturn'ssatellitesandtheorbitofringparticles,hasnowbeenfoundtobetoocomplex
forthisexplanationalone.
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CHAPTER 3
ELECTRONIC ACCESS
SPAN: THE SPACE PHYSICS ANALYSIS
NETWORK
The Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN) is a
global DECnet network interconnecting space and
Earth science researchers. SPAN is sponsored in the
United States by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and in Europe by the European Space
Agency (ESA). Since its inception in 1981 as a project
to link researchers at Marshall Space Flight Center,
Utah State University, and the University of Texas
at Dallas, SPAN has grown steadily (recently, almost
exponentially). During this period, the number of
tail circuits to SPAN remote facilities has grown
considerably, and SPAN host computers now num-
ber more than 2700. SPAN is a component of the
global DECnet Internet, which currently includes
more than 17,000 host computers.
SPAN Network Information Center
The rapid growth of SPAN created the need for users
to acquire timely information about the network.
Early in SPAN's history, information about the net-
work was spread by word of mouth or through rele-
vant publications; however, it soon became clear that
the need for information on SPAN could only be
satisfied by developing a central source for dissemi-
nation of such knowledge, and the SPAN Network
Information Center (SPAN NIC) was established to
provide information services for SPAN. SPAN NIC
provides a help desk to answer telephone and elec-
tronic mail queries concerning SPAN, maintains and
distributes the SPAN documentation library, and
maintains an online information facility, SPAN_NIC,
which is located at the National Space Science Data
Center.
SPAN_NIC was developed to meet the need for accu-
rate, up-to-date, SPAN-wide information. It con-
tains a data base of SPAN node information, general
SPAN information and history, a list of SPAN docu-
ments that can be requested, SPAN internetwork
mail address syntaxes, the capability of submission
of node information, and important SPAN news briefs.
SPAN NIC can be accessed over SPAN and DECnet
Internet, as well as a variety of other networks
including the NASA Packet Switch System (NPSS),
GTE/Telenet (through NPSS), and TCP/IP Internet.
For more information on accessing the online
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Figure 5: SPAN North American Sites
SPAN_NIC information facility, contact the NSSDC
at the address listed below.
SPAN Advisory Group
For the period from 1981 to 1989, the Data Systems
Users Working Group (DSUWG) was the major
advisory group for SPAN. Through this group, SPAN
was run by its users. The DSUWG provided guidance
for SPAN's growth and sought standardization for
the efficient exchange of information, data, and graph-
ics. The DSUWG was drawn from SPAN's present
and potential science user community as well as
other interested, active scientists and data system
managers. Since there is now a large overlap of users
who use both SPAN, a DECnet network, and the
NASA Science Network (NSN), a TCP/IP network,
the two users working groups combined to form an
NSI Networking Users Group. This group now
handles the functions previously provided for SPAN
by the DSUWG.
Network Topology
SPAN in the United States (US-SPAN) currently
features a high speed backbone which connects SPAN
Routing Centers located at Goddard Space Flight
Center, Marshall Space Flight Center, the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory, Johnson Space Center, and Ames
Research Center. Each Routing Center is the focus
for a star of tail circuits, and they are linked together
by a set of redundant 56 kbps backbone circuits.
These links are scheduled to be upgraded to speeds
ranging from 112 to 224 kbps in 1990. This mesh
topology allows medium bandwidth communication
as well as backup protection should any single SPAN
Routing Center or 56 kbps line fail. The tail circuits
(9.6 kbps minimum line speed) link remote institu-
tions into the SPAN backbone.
European SPAN
US-SPAN is connected to European SPAN (E-SPAN)
via a 19.2 kbps dedicated line between the GSFC
Routing Center and the European Space Operations
Center (ESOC) in Darmstadt, West Germany. This
transatlantic link is scheduled to be upgraded to 56
kbps in 1990. ESOC is an E-SPAN Routing Center,
along with the European Space Research Institute
(ESRIN) in Frascati, Italy, and the European Space
and Technology Center (ESTEC) in Noordwijk, The
Netherlands.
Prior to 19871 the connection between US-SPAN and
E-SPAN was established on a scheduled basis using
GTE/Telenet and PSI X.25 DLM circuits. X.25 con-
nections from ESOC to the MSFC Routing Center
and from ESOC to the GSFC Routing Center are now
maintained as backups to the dedicated line, ensur-
ing reliable continuous service between US-SPAN
and E-SPAN. Within E-SPAN, the backbone and tail
circuits use DECnet over a variety of media including
dedicated lines as well as both private and public
X.25 packet switch networks. ESOC, ESRIN, and
ESTEC all support tail circuits to cooperating insti-
tutions within Europe, primarily over public packet
switch networks.
The DECnet Internet
SPAN's usefulness to the scientific community has
been greatly enhanced by engineering interconnec-
tions between wide-area DECnet networks (WANs)
and SPAN (e.g., ESnet/DECnet [formerly US-HEP-
net], THEnet [formerly TEXnet], USGS GEONET,
NASA UARS, etc.). The interconnection of these
WANs required careful coordination among the net-
work managements to ensure the technical viability
of the resulting "Internetwork." This coordination
requires mutual agreements between the various
network managers on node and area number assign-
ments, DECnet circuit costs, interconnection gate-
ways, and other characteristics that affect the viabil-
ity and performance of the DECnet Internet.
In mid-1985, SPAN made its first connection with
the US High Energy Physics Network (US-HEPnet)
by virtue of having circuits to the same remote insti-
tutions. The topology of US-HEPnet (and its succes-
sor, the DECnet portion of the Energy Science Net-
work, ESnet) utilizes a routing center approach much
like SPAN with Department of Energy-sponsored
laboratories functioning as hubs. US-SPAN and
ESnet/DECnet interconnect at many tail sites. In
June 1989, the first backbone to backbone US-SPAN
to ESnet/DECnet link began service. There is also a
European counterpart to ESnet/DECnet named
European HEPnet (E-HEPnet). E-HEPnet is cen-
tered at the European Organization for Nuclear Re-
search (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland.
Contact: SPAN Network Information Center
Address: NSSDC, Code 930.2
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone:
Network
Address:
(301) 286-7251
(SPAN) NCF::NETMGR
(DECnet Internet) 6277::NETMGR
(TCP/IP Internet) netmgr@nssdca.gsfc.
nasa.gov
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Figure6: SPANLongDistanceCommunicationLi ks
NON-SPAN ACCESS TO THE NSSDC
The NSSDC is active in providing online, remote
access to the available systems and resources of the
data center. SPAN is a major path into the data
center and one that is managed by the NSSDC.
Other methods of obtaining access to the NSSDC
include:
. TCP/IP Internet - NSSDC VAX/VMS and
UNIX systems are members of the NASA Sci-
ence Network (NSN). This is a TCP/IP- based
network that is tied in with NSFnet, NSFnet
Regionals, Department of Energy's ESnet,
ARPAnet, and other TCP/IP-based networks,
which together form the TCP/IP Internet. TCP/
IP provides full function, peer-to-peer network-
ing. Applications include TELNET (virtual ter-
minal), FTP (file transfer), SMTP (electronic
mail), and others which run over TCP/IP.
.
.
.
X.25 NPSS/Telenet - The NSSDCA VAX is a
full function X.25 host on the NASA Packet
Switch System (NPSS), which is in turn net-
worked into Telenet, a public packet switch net-
work. Remote users can call local X.29 PADs
and establish virtual terminal links for interac-
tive sessions. VAX-to-VAX PSImail and PSI-
copy utilities can be used to communicate with
the NSSDC.
DIAL-UP- Remote users can dial-up the GSFC
ROLM telephone system. From there, users
can establish interactive connections into the
NSSDC computer systems.
NASAmail/GSFCmail/TELEmail/OMNET -
Users of TELEmail-based electronic mail sys-
tems can exchange mail with the NSSDC by
using gateways on networks to which the
NSSDC is connected.
. BITnet/EARN- Users ofBITnet (U.S.) or EARN
(Europe) can access the NSSDC through a
gateway located at Goddard. Electronic mail is
available, as well as file transfer.
This list is by no means exhaustive as there are other
methods of access. Additional services can provide
communications with the NSSDC through available
networks.
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Contact: DavidJ. Peters
Address: NSSDC,Code930.2
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlight Center
Greenbelt,MD 20771USA
Telephone:(301)286-2990
Network
Address: (SPAN)NCF::PETERS
(internet)peters@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
SPAN SECURITY
In response to increasing occurrences of computer
security incidents in both the public and private
sector, SPAN management created a network secu-
rity office in 1988 for managing the elements of the
security program for SPAN. This office provides a
central point of contact for incident tracking, as well
as a mechanism for coordinating the security con-
cerns of SPAN with other agency networks compris-
ing the worldwide DECnet Internet. It also provides
an effective point of coordination between the con-
stituents of SPAN, other networks, and law enforce-
ment agencies.
This office produced a risk analysis and management
document for limited distribution that was the first
of its kind to address risk analysis in a distributed
network environment.
The SPAN security office has also sponsored the
development and release of a "Security Toolkit" for
SPAN sites. This toolkit consists of programs and
procedures which are meant to assist VMS system
managers in assessing the security and integrity of
their systems with respect to file protection schemes,
captive account configuration, and password selec-
tion practices.
Contact: Ronald Tencati
Address: NSSDC, Code 930.2
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-5223
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::TENCATI
(internet) tencati@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
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ARCHIVE
THE NATURE OF THE ARCHIVE
The NSSDC's information system identifies about
4,000 distinct data sets that the NSSDC archives on
various media: magnetic tape, optical disk, micro-
film, microfiche, and photographic film of various
sizes. These data sets come from about 1,000 distinct
sensors which have flown on a few hundred space-
craft. The earliest data come from the dawn of the
space age in the late 1950s. Most data are from
NASA missions, although a few data sets come from
other U.S. missions (e. g., Department of Defense) or
from non-U.S, missions. The NSSDC holds no clas-
sified data.
NSSDC data holdings span the range of scientific
disciplines in which NASA is involved. These include
astrophysics, lunar and planetary science, solar phys-
ics, space plasma physics, and Earth science. Land-
sat data are specifically excluded by agreement
reached years ago. Each year the list of most re-
quested data sets from the NSSDC contains repre-
sentatives from all disciplines.
The NSSDC currently holds virtually no raw or te-
lemetry data. Many of its holdings were obtained
from NASA mission Principal Investigator teams
and were generated when those teams processed
their raw or telemetry data. Some recent data sets
have been obtained from instrument teams whose re-
sponsibility has been the production of reliable data
sets for wide dissemination (e.g., the Nimbus 7 data
sets). Yet other data sets are standard products
provided to the NSSDC by a series of Guest Observ-
ers. International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUEI data
are a prime example of the latter type.
NSSDC digital data are currently stored on 85,000
unique magnetic tapes received between the mid-
1960s and the present, and on about 35,000 addi-
tional backup magnetic tapes. Approximately 35,000
tapes are physically held at the NSSDC for immedi-
ate access; the remainder are held at the nearby
Washington National Records Center, where they
are retrievable with a delay of about one week. In its
classical mode of operation, the NSSDC provides
requesters with duplicates of tapes as formatted by
the submitting scientist, with data format descrip-
tions and other supporting information to facilitate
use of the data. The NSSDC also reformats tapes to
satisfy users needing this service.
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Contact:
Address:
Telephone:
Network
Address:
Dr.JosephH. King
NSSDC,Code633
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771USA
(301)286-7355
ISPAN)NCF::KING
(internet)king@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
REQUEST ACTIVITIES
The NSSDC completes about 2,500 requests for offiine
data and information each year. In 1988, 39% of
these requests were received by mail, 26% via tele-
phone calls to NSSDC personnel, 26_ electronically
via SPAN or other networks, and 9_ from miscella-
neous sources.
In 1988, 35c/_ of all requests received were for space-
craft data spanning the range of scientific disci-
plines; 15_,7_were for offline ADC data; 25% were for
various spacecraft and non-spacecraft related docu-
ments; 18'4 were for miscellaneous programs, mod-
els, and information; and 7_ were referred to other
centers or the GSFC Public Affairs Office for process-
ing. These statistics have been approximately the
same for the last several years.
During the past five years, the NSSDC has provided
data to offline requesters on the following media:
TYPE AVG. PER YEAR
Magnetic Tapes 3,114 tapes
Computer Printouts 41,203 pages
Microfilm 229 reels
Microfiche 7,602 fiche
Hard Copy 19,895 pages
Cut Prints 4,131 prints
Cut Film 1,830 each
Roll Film 17,684 feet
Virtually all recipients of data from the NSSDC use
these data in scientific research, although a few re-
quests are engineering oriented, and another small
segment is commercially oriented.
Among the most frequently requested data in 1988
were Mars imagery data from Viking, ozone data
from Nimbus 7, astrophysics data from the IUE and
the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRASI, and
magnetic field and plasma data from IMP 8.
The NSSDC has charged for data on an incremental
cost recovery basis; however, modest amounts of data
are typically provided free to space and Earth science
researchers in lieu of incurring paperwork overheads
which would be comparable to the data cost. Other
requesters are charged irrespective of the amount of
data requested. The NSSDC is currently expanding
its charging domain to reflect an increasing use of
online services and NSSDC scientific/technical staff
involvement.
Contact: Liz Kennedy
Address: NSSDC, Code 633
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301} 286-6695
Network
Address: /SPAN) NSSDCA::REQUEST
DATA RESTORATION/
PRESERVATION PROGRAM
As NASA's long-term archive of space and Earth
science data, the NSSDC now holds a large volume of
reduced and raw digital data accumulated over the
past two decades. Of the roughly 85,000 tapes, many
are now over ten years old and slowly deteriorating,
and many are written at low densities using seven-
track technology that is now obsolete. Although
some of these tapes are seldom requested, the data
they contain may still be of unique scientific or
historic value, for example, in studies of long-term
trends.
To guarantee the preservation of the most important
of these data, the NSSDC has begun a program of
data restoration to copy such data to newer and
higher density media. Because resources to actually
copy these tapes are limited, one aspect of the effort
is to define the relative scientific priorities of differ-
ent data sets for restoration. To address the priori-
tization problem, the NSSDC has formed a series of
science advisory panels. The initial panel was chosen
to focus on the discipline of atmospheric sciences,
with some emphasis on the Earth remote-sensing
data now held at the NSSDC. Data from spacecraft
such as TIROS, Nimbus, and SMS/GOES fall within
this definition. This panel generated a priority
ranking of the data sets which has been used in the
data restoration program.
In parallel with the panel activity, NSSDC has begun
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teststodefineandresolvevarioustechnicalissuesin
thecopyingoflargenumbersofmagnetictapesthat
arepossiblydeteriorating.Tapesfromthevarious
datasetsunderanalysisarebeingsampledtoestab-
lish typicalreaderrorratesandproceduresto opti-
mize the data recoveryrate with respectto the
throughputof restoredtapes. Dataarecurrently
beingcopiedtohighdensitystandard6250bpi,nine-
tracktapes,andtoDBM3480tapecartridges.The
NSSDCisexploringanexpandeduseofopticaldisks
andvariouscartridgetape/helicalscantechnologies
aswell.
Asdatarestorationevolvesfromthispilotphasetoa
morenearly full-scaleprogram,additionalscience
advisorypanelsin other disciplineareaswill be
formedtoreviewandranktheotherdatasetswithin
NSSDC'sarchive.Restorationofthesedatato high
densitymediawill enabletheNSSDCtoimprovethe
ultimateaccessibilityof thedatatothelargerNASA
andinternationalscientificcommunity.
Contact: Dr. RobertE.McGuire
CarolynY.Ng
Address: NSSDC,Code933
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771USA
Telephone:(301)286-7794or 286-4088
Network
Address:(SPAN)NCF::MCGUIRE
(SPAN)NCF::NG
(internet)mcguire@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
(internet)ng@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
VISUAL REPRODUCTION FACILITY
The Visual Reproduction Facility (VRF) at the NSSDC
evolved into a sophisticated capability to support the
photographic needs of the scientific research commu-
nity. Every requested image can be custom printed
according to the scientist's special requirements. It
not only processes manned and unmanned satellite
images, but also scientific research data from other
agencies in need of special and very technically
demanding visual products.
After formation of the NSSDC in 1966, one of the first
tasks performed by the VRF was the reproduction
mmmm
mmmm
 mmm
mmnm
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Figure 7: Mosaic of Satellite and Shuttle Imagery
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andarchivalofthefilm negativesfromtheAPOLLO
and LUNARorbiters. The NSSDCnow has the
largestcompletesetknownto date.
TheVRFperformedaspecialservicefor theHRTS
telescopeproject, part of the Space Lab II Mission in
1985, designed to observe ultraviolet light emitted by
the solar corona. The shuttle data consisted of black
and white film strips between glass plates. The VRF
enlarged these on positive film and made paper
prints.
Visual data from other missions such as Viking
Orbiter and Lander, Voyager I and II, etc., are avail-
able from the VRF. The newest data available is from
Neptune, and consists of both black and white and
color press release photos.
In-House Capability
The VRF has in-house capability ranging from public
relations photos for the NSSDC News 38to video tap-
ing of scientific conferences such as CDAW, and can
duplicate three-fourths inch tape to one-half inch
video tape or any combination. It also has the
capability to produce poster layouts using such tech-
niques as overlaying line color on black and white
photos.
The NSSDC VRF is open to the scientific and educa-
tional community in an effort to improve the accessi-
bility of visual data from NASA missions.
Contact: Rudiger Pauley
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-6139
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::PAULEY
(internet) pauley@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
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NE WSLE TTER S AND
PAPER CATAL 0 GS
NSSDC NEWSLETTER
The NSSDC produces a quarterly newsletter, the
NSSDC News, _s which is distributed worldwide to a
mailing list of approximately 3,000 recipients. It is
available, free of charge, to any interested individual
or organization.
The newsletter has been produced by the data center
since 1985. Its purpose is to disseminate timely
information about the data center and closely related
activities that might prove useful to the scientific
community. Topics include new data sets available
through the NSSDC, technologies being developed
within the data center, pilot programs, information
about upcoming meetings and results from those
meetings, descriptions of data center services with
profiles of the personnel that provide the services,
and discussions of cooperative programs with other
government agencies or academic institutions.
Because the data archive at the NSSDC is multidis-
ciplinary and the data center is also deeply involved
in advanced technology development, the newsletter's
content is extremely varied. The editorial staff has
attempted to make this multifaceted newsletter in-
teresting and readable to a wide range of recipients.
Comments from readers about published articles
and suggestions for future topics are encouraged.
Contact: Leonard Blasso
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-2318
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::BLASSO
(internet) blasso@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
SPACEWARN BULLETIN
The International URSIGRAM and World Days
Service (IUWDS) is a permanent service of the Coun-
cil of Scientific Unions (ICSU). One element of
ILVCgDS is the WWAS, which is operated by NSSDC/
WDC-A-R&S. The main effort is the SPACEWARN
System which alerts the space science community to
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significanteventsconcerningthe statusof space-
craft, as recommended by the ICSU's Committee on
Space Research (COSPAR). More specifically,
NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S collects information on immi-
nent and actual launches and the status of orbiting
spacecraft, along with other essential data, and dis-
seminates this information worldwide. The benefit
of this role arises from the data center's ability to
obtain and assess the numerous inputs it receives
from governmental and independent sources around
the globe, and to condense them into a concise monthly
publication called the SPACEWARNBulletin21 The
bulletin includes all launch announcements on space-
craft, but only those prelaunch announcements which
are submitted directly by the launching agencies; ex-
pected re-entry dates of any spacecraft, rocket body,
or debris; and actual re-entry dates. Launch an-
nouncements are compiled by WDC-A-R&S if they
are not provided by the launching agency. These
announcements contain brief mission descriptions
and orbital parameters. Updates of the orbital/radio
beacon data are also included for certain spacecraft,
i.e., those with frequencies in the VHF range of
interest for ionospheric/atmospheric study. The user
community is periodically contacted for confirma-
tion.
In a typical week, NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S receives
about 80 telexes, many of them from the U.S. track-
ing organization, USSPACECOM, and the network
of Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) sta-
tions around the world. The latter source is particu-
larly helpful in providing background and pre-launch
information gathered from press releases and radio
announcements from the Soviet Union, China, Ja-
pan, India, and other nations. The FBIS network
also supplies information on malfunctions. The
USSPACECOM telexes provide the actual launch
verification soon after a spacecraft has been launched
and its orbit has been determined. This organization
suggests the international ID number for the space-
craft, which is then officially assigned by NSSDC/
WDC-A-R&S on behalf of COSPAR.
After extracting information from its sources, the
NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S staff sends telexes to 12
IUWDS/COSPAR-recommended regional warning
centers around the world. They, in turn, forward the
information to numerous space science institutions
in their jurisdictions. The telexes, usually sent
within 48 hours after launch, give the name of the
spacecraft, international ID, and date and country of
launch.
Address: NSSDC, Code 930.2
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-9795
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::WONG
(internet) wong@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
PAPER CATALOGS
The current NSSDC Data Listing 24 identifies, in a
highly summarized way, data available from the
NSSDC. More than 4,000 spacecraft/instrument
data sets held by NSSDC on magnetic tape or as film/
print products of various sizes, as well as several
ground-based data sets, models, and computer rou-
tines are identified. The NSSDC Data Listing pro-
vides a very high level index for all NSSDC holdings.
To satisfy the need of the user community for details
about the contents of the data sets, the data center
provides online information files and various paper
catalogs. The Data Catalog Series for Space Science
and Applications Flight Mission 5,21,22.2327.29.32,33_43
consists of a series of 11 volumes that describe space-
craft investigations and data sets held by NSSDC
and spacecraft investigators. This catalog series
consists of the following:
Five volumes that describe the spacecraft
and their associated investigations separated
into different categories.
Five corresponding volumes that describe
investigation data sets and available orbital
information.
• A master index volume.
The five categories of spacecraft are:
• Planetary and Heliocentric, which includes
planetary flybys and probes (Vol. 1A and 1B).
• Geostationary and High-Altitude Scientific
(2A, B).
• Low- and Medium-Altitude Scientific(3A, B).
• Meteorology and Terrestrial Applications
(4A,B).
Contact: Chee-Ming Wong
R. Parthasarathy
• Astronomy, Astrophysics, and Solar Physics
(5A,B).
3O
Tenvolumesandanindexvolumehavebeendistrib-
uted. Thereisonemajoromissionfrom this series:
theextensivesetofdataobtainedfromthelunarmis-
sionsconductedby NASA,supplementedby a few
smallphotographicdatasetsfromSovietmissions.
Thesearedescribedin theCatalog of Lunar Mission
Data. 4
In addition to this major catalog series, NSSDC
distributes other catalogs and special paper reports
describing in some detail data holdings in special
groups. Examples of these documents include Cata-
log of Lunar Mission Data 4 referenced above; Data
Announcement Bulletin (DAB); ts Availability of In-
frared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) Data Sets from
NSSDC; I Astronomical Data Center Catalog; 5° Coor-
dinated Ionospheric and Magnetospheric Observa-
tions from the ISIS 2 Satellite by the ISIS 2
Experimenters/_ User's Note for Alouette and ISIS
Ionograms; _ Nimbus (5 and 6) Data
Catalogs/4Catalog of Particles and Fields Data;_* In -
terplanetary Medium Data Books; _ Catalog of Vi-
king Mission Data, _ Coordinated Data Analysis Work-
shop (CDAW) Data Catalog, 15 the NASA Climate
Data Catalog, _2 and the Crustal Dynamics Data In-
formation Systems User's Guide. ,_°
Availability of newly distributed paper catalogs and
paper data documents is announced in the NSSDC
News. 3_ The NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S Document
Availability and Distribution Services (DADS) _ docu-
ment lists available paper data catalogs and appro-
priate paper data reports. Copies can be obtained by
contacting the NSSDC Request Coordination Group
at (301) 286-6695, (SPAN) NCF::REQUEST or (in-
ternet) request@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov.
Contact: Richard Horowitz
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-6314
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::HOROWITZ
(internet) horowitz@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
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VALUE-ADDED SERVICES
ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTER
The Astronomical Data Center (ADC) is a group
within the NSSDC that specializes in the acquisi-
tion, processing, documentation, archiving, and dis-
tribution of machine-readable astronomical catalogs
and other specialized data sets in various astronomi-
cal disciplines. Computerized astronomical catalogs
are widely used to support basic research, telescope
and spacecraft pointing and tracking, online data
reduction, data retrieval, and the analysis of new
observations.
The ADC effort is actually a collaboration between
the NSSDC and its parent, the Space Data and Com-
puting Division, wherein both groups accept respon-
sibility for the analysis and documenting of catalogs;
however, the latter group is more heavily involved
with the development of advanced data retrieval
systems, while the former maintains the data ar-
chive and performs all distribution related activities.
Through a cooperative agreement with the CDS in
France, the ADC acquires all catalogs deposited with
the CDS and supplies all ADC acquired data to the
CDS for dissemination from there. Established by
the International Astronomical Union, the CDS acts
as a central repository of an international network of
centers for astronomical data, including facilities at
the Goddard Space Flight Center and in Moscow,
Potsdam, and Tokyo.
The policies and procedures for the acquisition and
preparation of astronomical data for deposit in the
ADC archives are primarily determined by the fhct
that the astronomical data centers are the only
permanent archives of data m all disciplines of as-
tronomy, and their primary role is to archive and
permanently retain data for use by present and
future generations of astronomers. Catalogs ac-
quired from the astronomical community are, there-
fore, examined, restructured and/or modified if nec-
essary, usually in collaboration with their creators,
and archived in the best possible form. This work is
done to ensure that the data will be easily process-
able by other computers, that formats are as simple
as possible and conform to standard usage, and that
maximum storage efficiency is achieved. The data
are then documented in detail with a paper giving
historical information, literature citations, and a
byte-by-byte format description for each file of the
catalog. A draft copy of each document is sent to the
author(s) of a machine catalog for comments and
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suggestionsbeforethedocumentisprintedfordistri-
butionwith thedata. Theclosecooperationof au-
thors and ADC personnel usually results in a better
final product, since authors almost always have more
expertise with their own data than do data center
astronomers. The collaboration can also be a learn-
ing experience for authors and compilers of catalogs,
and may result in higher quality data preparation for
future catalogs.
The ADC maintains a Status Report on Machine-
Readable Catalogs 45that gives a more detailed list-
ing of the catalogs given in the NSSDC Data List-
ing. 124Updated reports are available on request, as
well as being published in issues of the Astronomical
Data Center Bulletin. 49
The ADC processes more than 500 requests for data
per year and answers thousands of questions about
data availability, catalog content, and use of the data
for various applications. The current archive con-
tains more than 500 catalogs and data sets with
approximately 35 GBytes of data.
The ADC also maintains an online information sys-
tem and network request service that can be accessed
via SPAN. Certain data sets (depending upon size)
can be transmitted to requesters via SPAN and
BITnet. These catalogs are indicated in an informa-
tion packet that is distributed over the networks.
Additional information about how to access the ADC
Online Information System can be found in issues of
the NSSDC News 3s or by contacting the ADC.
Contact: Dr. Wayne H. Warren, Jr.
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-8310
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::WARREN
(BITnet) W3WHW@SCFVM
(internet) warren@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
W3WHW@SCFVM.GSFC.NASA.GOV
global-scale physical problems that may not other-
wise be addressable. The concept originated in the
solar-terrestrial community with a need to analyze
simultaneous data from a variety of sources to better
understand the structure and dynamics of systems
like the Earth's magnetosphere.
The CDAW program is distinguished by its combina-
tion of a traditional workshop format with assembly
of a data base where the data and relevant models
have been cast into a common format, with support-
ing software and computer access to allow partici-
pants direct interactive graphic display and manipu-
lation. Access to the data base between workshop
meetings is supported by SPAN links between the
NSSDC and the participants. The CDAW program
is one model for aspects of how the collaborative work
to be included in the Inter-Agency Consultative Group
(IACG) solar-terrestrial science initiative and the
NASA Global Geospace Science (GGS) program might
be carried out.
The most recent activity, CDAW 9, was initiated with
a major workshop at the NSSDC in May 1989. This
workshop addressed specific events during the 1986
PROMIS (Polar Regions and Outer Magnetosphere
International Study) interval. The unique aspect of
this interval is concurrent imaging of the north and
south hemisphere auroral regions by the Viking and
Dynamics Explorer spacecraft, respectively. Several
teams of scientists from the U.S., Europe, and Japan
participated and addressed such issues as substorm
expansion phase and onset mechanisms, and magne-
tosphere-ionosphere connectivity.
Contact: Dr. Robert E. McGuire
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-7794
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::MCGUIRE
(internet) mcguire@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
COORDINATED DATA ANALYSIS
WORKSHOP PROGRAM
The Coordinated Data Analysis Workshop (CDAW)
program is sponsored by the NSSDC to further the
conduct and development of new techniques/tools for
large-scale collaborative scientific research, using
data from many investigators to address significant
SATELLITE SITUATION CENTER
The Satellite Situation Center (SSC) is designed to
serve the planning needs of investigators for coordi-
nation of data acquisition and collaborative efforts.
This part of the NSSDC was developed to meet the
challenge of the International Magnetospheric Study
(IMS).
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During the IMS period (1976-1979) and in 1971-
1975, the SSC developed a variety of programs to
compute and display orbit-related parameters of
spacecraft in any of a number of coordinate systems
used in space physics. It provides both predicted and
after-the-fact trajectory information, utilizing or-
bital elements. The SSC programs also provide such
information as times and locations for which two or
more spacecraft are on the same magnetic field line,
or when a spacecraft will be on the magnetic field line
that connects to a ground station. Models are avail-
able to predict times of crossing certain surfaces or
regions of interest, such as the magnetopause, the
polar cap, or the bow shock. Locations of planets,
comets, and spacecraft can be shown in heliocentric
coordinates. All of this information can be presented
in plot and/or tabular form. The SSC plot capability
is augmented by converting any list file to a Common
Data Format (CDF) and then utilizing the NSSDC
Graphics System. At present, the programs can be
run only on the NSSDC's MODCOMP, but efforts are
under way to make them compatible with VAX/VMS
and Sun/UNIX systems.
The PROMIS project was actively supported by the
SSC through identification of predicted opportune
times for data acquisition by the numerous space-
crai_ involved. The SSC service also provides routine
ephemeris and related information for use in certain
spacecraft science operations planning but does not
support routine tracking activities. The NSSDC and
its SSC are playing a major role in an international
spacecraft coordination program under the auspices
ofthe Inter-Agency Consultative Group (IACG). Com-
putation of mutually favored orbits of Akebono, Active,
DE 1, and CRRES spacecraft are now well under way.
Efforts are now in progress to make the results of
these computations available to the science commu-
nity through online files that may be accessed through
SPAN.
Contact: R. Parthasarathy
Chee-Ming Wong
Dr. H. Kent Hills
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone:
Network
Address:
(301) 286-8105
(SPAN) NCF::SARDI
(SPAN) NCF::WONG
(SPAN) NCF::HILLS
(internet) sardi@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
(internet) wong@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
(internet) hills@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
MODELS OF THE SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT
Models are ideally the synthesis of the accumulated
experimental evidence. They allow us to advance
from monitoring the environment to forecasting it. A
modeler's task is to combine past data records from
different experimental techniques and to extract the
dominant variation patterns.
In the different subregions of the Earth-Sun system,
different parameters are of interest and different
dependencies have to be considered. The solar-
terrestrial environment encompasses the Earth's
ionosphere, atmosphere, and magnetosphere, and
the solar wind, the interplanetary magnetic field,
and the Sun.
The NSSDC contributes expertise and resources to
several aspects of the long-term goal of establishing
reliable models for the entire solar-terrestrial envi-
ronment. Figure 8 schematically illustrates the
broad spectrum of activities at NSSDC related to
models. It is actively involved in international efforts
to improve the existing models and develop models
for regions and parameters not yet described. Sev-
eral international scientific organizations (e.g.,
COSPAR, URSI, IAGA) supervise and guide the
modeling efforts. The models selected and recom-
mended by these organizations are distributed by the
World Data Centers. Besides these officially desig-
nated models, the NSSDC maintains a large archive
of models (see Table 3) and related software for the
ionosphere, _ atmosphere, and magnetosphere. The
model software packages are distributed on mag-
netic tape or floppy disk, and are networked to
remote users over SPAN.
User-friendly interfaces and special versions for
personal computers have been developed for the
most frequently requested models (shown in bold
print in Table 3). The most important models can also
be accessed on line in the NSSDC account. Menu
options include: (1) read documentation, (2) transfer
software, and (3) run program. Many of the models
are integrated into other value-added services at the
NSSDC such as the SSC and the CDAW.
The NSSDC is well equipped for modeling work. Its
assets include a science team with experts on the
different areas of solar-terrestrial science, a large ar-
chive of spacecraft measurements, and a group of
computer hardware and software specialists.
Ionosphere
The ionosphere is the partially ionized, gaseous
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IONOSPHERE:
IRI-86 (COSPAR/URSI)
Ching-Chiu (1975), Rush-Miller (1973)
ATMOSPHERE:
CIRA/MSIS-86 (COSPAR)
Jacchia Reference Atmospheres 70, 71, 77
US Standard Atmosphere 62, 66, 76
MAGNETIC FIELD (MAIN):
IGRF 45, 50, 55, ... 85, 85-90
GSFC (9/65, 12/66, 9/80)
POGO (3/68, 10/68, 8/69, 8/71)
MAGSAT (3/80, 4/81)
MAGNETIC FIELD (INCLUDING EXTERNAL SOURCES):
Tsyganenko eta/. (1982, 1987)
Beard (1979), Mead-Fairfield (1975)
Olson-Pfitzer (1974)
TRAPPED PARTICLES:
AE-8, AP-8
AE-2 to AEI-7, AP-1 to AP-7
SOLAR PARTICLES:
SOLPRO, Solar Proton Fluences, Stassinopoulos-King (1974)
Table 3: Models at the NSSDC
envelope that surrounds the Earth from about 50 km
to 2000 km. Radio waves undergo a change in
direction and phase when transmitted through the
ionospheric plasma; therefore, reliable ionospheric
models are needed for a wide variety of applications
including telecommunications, satellite orbit deter-
mination, and radio astronomy.
In need for an international standard, URSI and
COSPAR established working groups in the early
1970s to produce an International Reference Iono-
sphere (IRI). The NSSDC is represented in both
panels, and the master copy of IRI is held and up-
dated at the NSSDC. The IRI model describes the
variation of electron and ion densities and tempera-
tures with latitude, longitude, altitude, local time,
season, and solar activity. The IRI function system
includes spherical harmonics (global variation),
Fourier functions (time), and Epstein functions (alti-
tude). Data analysis and comparisons resulted in
several improvements of the IRI model. The next
major step is the development of a reliable model for
auroral and polar latitudes. In this region, the close
coupling with the magnetosphere and the precipita-
tion of energetic particles have to be considered.
Geomagnetic Field
Description of the Earth's magnetic field is one of the
most important tasks of magnetospheric modeling.
The NSSDC has collected a large archive of geomag-
netic field models and related software. For the main
Earth field, this includes the IGRF models (1945,
1950 .... 1985), the GSFC models (September 1965,
December 1966, September 1980), the POGO models
(March 1968, October 1968, August 1969, August
1971), and the MAGSAT models (March 1980, April
1981). Each model provides the geomagnetic field
vector for any latitude, longitude, and altitude, and
the epoch for which the model was built. The epoch
is important because the geomagnetic field exhibits
a small secular variation. All of the models use
spherical harmonics to represent the potential of the
geomagnetic field, whose gradient determines the
magnetic vector field. The expansion includes the
dominant dipole term and the higher multipole terms.
These models are good representations of the Earth's
magnetic field in the inner magnetosphere out to sev-
eral Earth radii. Farther out, the interaction with
the solar wind distorts the Earth magnetic field. On
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thedayside,thesolarwindpressurecompressesthe
terrestrialfield;onthenightside,thefieldisstretched
out like the tail of a comet. Severalgroupshave
attemptedto modelthe wholefield, includingthe
contributionsfrommagnetosphericcurrentsystems.
TheNSSDCarchivessoftwarepackagesfor thefol-
lowingmodels:Olson-Pfitzer- 1974,Mead-Fairfield-
1975,andTsyganenko- 1987.
MagnetosphericTrappedParticles
TheEarth is surroundedby a belt of trappedelec-
tronsandprotons. Theseparticlesgyraterapidly
aroundthegeomagneticfieldline,bouncebackand
forthlessrapidlyalongmagneticfieldlines,anddrift
slowlyaroundtheEarth. At themagneticequator,
the belt beginsat aboutoneEarth radius(above
approximately200km)andismorethanfiveEarth
radii thick.
The NSSDChasbeenthe majorforcebehindthe
modelingofthetrappedparticlefluxessincethefirst
comprehensivesatellitemeasurementswereunder-
taken.Themodelshavebeencontinuouslyupdated
at theNSSDCasnewmeasurementsbecameavail-
able.Thisisdocumentedin severalNSSDCreports
coveringthemodeleditionsfrom1to8. Furtherim-
provementsareenvisionedwith theresultsoftheup-
comingCombinedReleaseand RadiationEffects
Satellite(CRRES).
NSSDC'strappedradiationmodelsprovidetheelec-
tron andprotonfluxes(integralor differential)for
given energy,L value, and B/Bo(magneticfield
strengthnormalizedto theequatorialvalue),either
forsolarmaximumorforsolarminimum.Theyhave
beenusedfor awidearrayofapplicationsandhave
provenespeciallyhelpfulfordeterminingtheradia-
tionexposurefor satellitemissions.
TheNSSDCiscontinuouslyupdatingandexpanding
its modelcollectionto enhanceits serviceto the
Av_ _ World Data
/ _,.. - j \ Center
/ NSSDC
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Flux Integration
Along Orbit
Tape
\/
Network
Diskette
Figure 8: NSSDC Archiving and Distribution of Geophysical Computer Models
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scientificcommunityandtolarge-scaleprojectslike
theInternationalSolarTerrestrialProgram(ISTP).
Futureplansincludeacatalogofmodels(onlineand
in hardcopy).
Contact: Dr. DieterK.Bilitza
Address: NSSDC,Code933
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771USA
Telephone:(301)286-9536
Network
Address: (SPAN)NCF::BILITZA
(internet)bilitza@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
NASA SCIENCE DATA SYSTEMS
STANDARDS OFFICE
The NASA Science Data Systems Standards Office
(NSDSSO) at the NSSDC has been established to
serve the space and Earth science communities in
evolving cost-effective, interoperable data systems.
It has been recognized that research organizations
that promote the use of cost-effective standards for
their operations will have relatively more resources
available to devote to the generation of truly unique
and significant advances in science and technology.
To this end, the NSDSSO performs a number of
functions designed to facilitate the recognition, de-
velopment, adoption, and use of standards by the
space and Earth science communities.
The NSDSSO is organized into four distinct func-
tional areas, all operating under the guidance of its
Executive Board. These areas are known as NSDSSO
Administration, Standards Library, Standards Ac-
creditation, and Standards Conformance and Sup-
port (see Figure 9). The Administration operation is
concerned with managing the activities of the other
three NSDSSO areas, administering the office's poli-
cies and procedures, and providing an active inter-
face to other standards organizations within and
outside NASA to foster both the exchange of stan-
dards information and the development of new stan-
dards.
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
NSDSSO
ADMINISTRATION
EXECUTIVE
BOARD
• Manages NSDSSO I
• AdministersPoliciesand ProCures
• Interfaces with: CCSDS, ISO, CCITT, ANSI, IEEE, NIST, GSFC, JPL
• EstablishesPolicies and Procedures
STANDARDS
LIBRARY
• Updates and Disseminates:
- Recognized Standards
- De Facto Standards
- Standards Organization Information
- StandardsProcess Information
STANDARDS
ACCREDITATION
• Supports Standard Development
and AccreditationProcess
STANDARDS
CONFORMANCE
AND SUPPORT
• Educates/Supports:
- FITS, SFDU, CDF Support
- Conl_
- Studies and Reports
Figure 9: NASA Science Data Systems Standards Office Administration
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TheLibrary is concernedwith collecting,updating,
and disseminatinginformationaboutexistingand
emergingstandardsofrelevancetoNASAandNASA-
relateddata systems. Informationon recognized
standards(i.e.,standardsdocumentedbyrecognized
standardsorganizationsuchas the International
StandardsOrganization[ISO],AmericanNational
StandardsInstitute[ANSI],andConsultativeCom-
mitteefor SpaceDataSystems[CCSDS]),and de
factostandards(i.e.,specifications/systemsin wide
and stableuse)are the primary categoriesmain-
tainedin theLibrary,witheachbrokenintoa num-
berofsubcategoriestofacilitatesearchingandiden-
tification. Othercategoriesincludeinformationon
thevariousstandardsorganizationsandonthestan-
dardscreationprocess.Somestandardsspecifica-
tionsareavailableonrequest,whileothersmustbe
obtainedfromcommercialorganizations.Requests
for standardsinformationmaybesatisfiedthrough
theonlineinformationservice,electronicmailto the
SPANaccountknownasNCF::NSDSSO,orbymail
requestotheNSSDC.TheoverallLibraryoperation
providesaneducationalservicetothespacescience
community.
TheStandardsAccreditationoperationisconcerned
with the establishment,maintenance,and useof
policiesandproceduresfor thedevelopmentofnew
standards,andtheadoptionofexistingstandardsas
NSDSSOstandards.Thesepoliciesandprocedures
coverthe establishmentof technicalgroupsto de-
velopstandards,thereviewprocessesthroughwhich
draftstandardsmustpass,andthelogisticalsupport
availablefromtheNSDSSO.TheoverallStandards
Accreditationoperationprovidesa mechanismfor
the developmentandaccreditationof standardsby
thespaceandEarth sciencecommunities.
TheStandardsConformanceandSupportoperation
isconcernedwithsupportforexistingandemerging
standards.Thissupportrangesfromprovidinginfor-
mationto potentialusersonexperiencewith com-
mercialstandards,to afull supportofficefortheuse
ofaparticularstandard.Whereacommercialvendor
is not availableto supporta particular standard,
testingandvalidationof an implementationof the
standardmaybeprovidedby this operation.The
actualoperationsatanyonetimewill dependonthe
needsofthecommunityandavailabilityofresources.
The overallStandardsConformanceand Support
operationprovidesabroadrangeofeducationaland
supportiveservicesto thespacesciencecommunity.
Contact: DonaldM. Sawyer
Address: NSSDC,Code933
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771USA
Telephone:(301)286-2748
Network
Address:(SPAN)NCF::SAWYER
(internet)sawyer@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
GENERIC DATA STORAGE
STRUCTURES
The NSSDC's Common Data Format (CDF) is a self-
describing data abstraction for the storage and
manipulation of multidimensional data in a disci-
pline-independent fashion. The development of CDF
arose out of the NSSDC's recognition of a need for a
class of data models matched to the structure of
scientific data, as well as to use of such data. Appli-
cations that need to be served by an appropriate data
model include analysis by statistical and numerical
methods, visualization and management.
Traditional methods of handling scientific data such
as flat sequential files are generally inefficient in
storage, access or ease-of-use for large complex data
sets, particularly for applications like visualization.
Modern, commercial relational data management
systems do not offer an effective solution because
they are more oriented toward business applica-
tions. The relational model does not accommodate
multidimensional or hierarchical structures often
found in scientific data sets. In addition, relational
systems do not provide adequate performance for the
size, complexity, and type of access dictated by cur-
rent and future data sets and their potential usage.
In contrast, these data base management systems
have been quite viable for a large class of non-spatial
metadata (i.e., information about data) within a
number of NSSDC data systems.
Therefore, there is a need for some type of data (base)
model that possesses elements of a modern data base
management system, but is oriented toward scien-
tific data sets and applications. This intermediate
approach should be easy to use, support large disk-
based data sets, and accommodate scientific data
structures. CDF is one implementation of such a
data model. It is based upon the concept of providing
abstract support for a class of scientific data that can
be described by a multidimensional block structure.
Although all data do not fit within this framework, a
large variety of scientific data do. For example, the
type of data utilized in the NASA space and Earth
science research community can be easily character-
ized by its dimensionality (e.g., 0 for point data, 1 for
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vectordata,2forimagery).SinceCDFisdesignedto
supportmanyscientificapplicationsin adiscipline-
independentfashion,it is a powerfultool for the
developmentof systemsthat canarchive,manage,
manipulate,display,oranalyzedata.Thisabstrac-
tion,whichconsistsofasoftwarepackageandaself-
describingdatastructure,is a resultof someof the
NSSDC'sappliedcomputersciencework.
CDFversion1wascompletedin early1986andis
describedbyL.TreinishandM.Gough,inASoftware
Package for the Data-Independent Management of
Multidimensional Data, EOS, 68, pp. 633-635, 19874s.
CDF version 1 consists of FORTRAN language bind-
ings and is operational on Digital Equipment Corpo-
ration's VAX/VMS systems. More than 100 organi-
zations outside of the NSSDC representing various
NASA laboratories, research groups, current and fu-
ture flight projects, as well as other government
agencies, universities, corporations, and foreign in-
stitutions are currently using or have requested this
CDF software package. As a result, the CDF devel-
opment efforts have become a standard method for
storing space and Earth science data for a variety of
applications. Language bindings for IDL (Interac-
tive Data Language, a commercial data analysis
software package developed by Research Systems,
Inc.) on VMS systems are also available.
CDF version I has been critical to the success of the
NSSDC's CDAW 8 and 9 workshops and NCDS
activities. CDF has enabled the CDAW participants
to produce scientific results via data interpretation
and analysis at an unprecedented rate. CDF was
used to manage a diverse solar-terrestrial physics
data base (more than 50 different data sets for each
workshop) that was a driver for various generic (i.e.,
CDF-based) data analysis and display tools. CDF is
a key element in the NCDS by providing a mecha-
nism for climate researchers to easily work with data
online, in association with information about climate
data (i.e., catalogs and inventories) and an extensive
data archive. In addition, a CDF Support Office has
been established in conjunction with the NSSDC
Science Data Systems Standards Office, to help dis-
Operations of the CDF Software Package
(Language Bindings for the CDF Data Abstraction)
Name/OneratiQn Function
Global The Entire CDF
• CDF_create
• CDF_open
• CDF_close
• CDF_delete
• CDF_inquire
Create a CDF
Open a CDF
Close a CDF
Delete a CDF
Inquire about a CDF
Attribute Global or Variable-Specific Information
• CDF_attr_create
• CDF_attr_inquire
• CDF_attr_put
• CDF attr_get
Create a CDF attribute
Inquire about a CDF attribute
Enter a value for a CDF attribute
Extract a value for a CDF attribute
Variable The Actual Data
• CDF_var_create
• CDF_var_inquire
• CDF_var_put
• CDF_var_get
• CDF_hyper_put
• CDF_hyper_get
Create a CDF variable
Inquire about a CDF variable
Enter a value for a CDF variable
Extract a value for a CDF variable
Enter a multidimensional block for a CDF variable
Extract a multidimensional block for a CDF variable
Table 4: Summary of Bindings in Version 2 of CDF
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seminateinformationaboutCDFandto distribute
CDFsoftwareanddocumentation.
The NSSDChas recentlycompletedversion2 of
CDF.A summaryofthebindingsarelistedin Table
4. Thisversion2softwareis a completelynewim-
plementationin CwithseparateCbindings.It will
offersignificantlyenhancedperformanceandflexi-
bility overversion1whilebeingupwardcompatible
with it. TheFORTRANbindingswill bemaintained
asaveneerontopofC,whichprovidesatransparent
interfaceforcurrentCDFuserstothenewsoftware,
aswellashandlingincompatibilitiesbetweentheC
and FORTRANprogramminglanguages.A key
featureofversion2is its abilitytooperateonawide
rangeofdifferentcomputersystems(e.g.,DECVMS,
SunandSiliconGraphicsUNIX,AppleMacintosh,
IBM MVS and VM). Currently,the FORTRAN
veneerlayerwill onlybesupportedona subsetof
thosesystemswhereFORTRANbindingswill con-
tinue to be required(e.g.,VMS,Sun). Version2
languagebindingsforIDLwill alsobeimplemented.(IDLcurrentlyoperatesonlyonDECVAX/VMSand
Sun/UNIXsystems.)
Theperformanceimprovementsin CDFversion2
comefrom the inherently greaterefficiencyof C
versusFORTRAN,including restructuringof the
softwareto takeadvantageofCfunctionality,opti-
mizationof internaldiskcaching,and newaccess
methods. In additionto versionl's capabilityto
providerandomaccesstoall elementswithinadata
setstoredasa CDF,version2extendsthebindings
toprovidehyperplaneaccess.Thehyperplanetech-
niqueprovidesrandom,aggregateaccessto subdi-
mensionalblockswithin a multidimensionalvari-
able.In otherwords,avector,plane,parallelepiped,
etc.,outofanequalorhigher-dimensionalstructure
canbeaccessedthroughasinglecall. Thesubdimen-
sionalstructurecanspanthefull extentofthemulti-
dimensionalblockorbesmallerin size.
Inadditiontotheportabilityofthesoftware,another
advantageofversion2is that aCDFuser/program-
merwill havetheabilitytoselectarun-timebinding
to a physicaldataformatlayer. Thephysicalayer
may beeither the nativeformat of the computer
systembeingusedora machine-independentlayer,
whichisbuilt upontheIEEEstandardviatheeXter-
nal DataRepresentation(XDR)protocoldeveloped
by SunMicrosystemsandplacedin the publicdo-
main. Manycomputermanufacturers(typicallyof
UNiX-basedsystems)haveadoptedXDRastheirna-
tive protocol. On othersystems(e.g.,VMS)XDR
servicesareavailablevia softwareservices.How-
ever,for applicationswheredataportabilityis not
criticalandabsoluteperformanceisofgreaterimpor-
tance,the optionalrun-timebindingto the native
physicalformatofferssignificantflexibility. In addi-
tion, theupwardcompatibilityofthe softwarewith
versionI will applytothedataaswell-version2will
providereadaccesstoextantversion1(VMS)CDFs.
NSSDChasstartedplanningCDFversion3,which
will enhanceversion2 with machineandmedia-in-
dependentdistributionandnetworkservices.Partof
this activity is currentlyfocusingon testingofthe
Network ComputingSystem(NCStdevelopedby
ApolloComputerandadoptedbyanumberofother
computermanufacturers(e.g.,IBM andDEC}. Ini-
tially, NCScouldbeusedtoprovideanetworkshell
to providetransparentaccessto CDFdatabases
distributedovera network. In this scenario,an
applicationrunningonaSunworkstationcouldhave
transparentaccessto alargedatasetstoredinCDF
onaVMSsystemviaanopticaldisk,forexampleat
theapplicationsprogrammer'slevel. For environ-
mentswheretask-to-tasknetworkingis neither
availablenor feasible,transportdistributionserv-
iceswouldbedevelopedto providecomputer-inde-
pendentmechanismsfor"shipping"CDFsthrougha
varietyofmedia.Thistruly interoperableCDFover
heterogeneousenvironmentsis expectedto become
availablein 1990.
Other future workwill concentrateon additional
accessmethodsandalternative(e.g.,hierarchical)
datastructures,whichwill beparticularlyrelevant
forlargevolumesofspatialdata.Sincetheimplem-
entationof theCDFdataabstractionreallyimplies
an extensionof a conventionalprogramminglan-
guagefor thesupportofmultidimensionaldataob-
jects, a recastingof CDF into an object-oriented
environmentsuchasC++will bepursued.
TheCDFeffort involvesthe integrationof various
physicalsciencedisciplinesandthe computational
scienceswithanemphasisondevelopingcapabilities
forresearcherstoconcentrateondoingscience,free-
ing themfromthemechanismofworkingwith spe-
cializeddatastructuresor formats.Whatis impor-
tantisnotthedetailsofthetechnology,butwhatthat
technologycaneasilyandinexpensivelyprovideto
promotescience.Suchactivitieswill furthertheuse
of heterogeneouscomputersystemsto supportthe
management,analysis,anddisplayofanyscientific
dataof interestseparatelyfrom acentralizedcom-
putersystem.
Figure 10 illustratesthe role of CDFin the data
systemsthat supporttwo ofthe NSSDCprograms
mentionedabove,CDAWandNCDS. In addition,
thesampleplotsshowthediversityofthedatasets
that canbesupportedbyCDF.
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The top plot on the right illustrates data concerning
the Earth's magnetic field derived from the Inter-
planetary Monitoring Platform (IMP-J) spacecraft.
These data were among the ensemble of data sets
that formed the CDAW 8 data base. This plot is
divided into three panels, one each for the x, y and z
components of the magnetic field. Each of the traces
are for some five hours of in situ observations by the
IMP-J magnetometer on January 28, 1983. The
righthand series of three traces is for the magnetic
field components in GSE coordinates in units of 10 .9
Teslas, which are marked by a circle. The lefthand
traces are for the variance of the components in units
of 10 -18Teslas 2.
The bottom plot on the right illustrates data from the
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer on board the
Nimbus 7 spacecraft. The data are available as daily
world grids (37,440 cells per grid) from late 1978
through the present at the NSSDC, and are sup-
ported by the NCDS. These data have become in-
creasingly valuable as they indicate the presence of
the so-called ozone hole over the south pole. This plot
shows the internal structure of the ozone hole for
October 13, 1986, projected in an azimuthal equidis-
tant map centered over the south pole so that Antarc-
tica fills the viewing window. The contour lines of
total ozone are incremented every 20 Dobson Units.
Contact: Gregory W. Goucher
Address: NSSDC, Code 934
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-2341
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::GOUCHER
(internet) goucher@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
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CHAPTER 7
MASS STORAGE
ACTIVITIES
WORM OPTICAL DISK SYSTEMS
In order to better preserve current data for future
accessibility, to deal with physical storage space
constraints, and to prepare for the future ingest of
very large data volumes, the NSSDC has been ac-
tively pursuing a mix of research and operational
activities with optical disk technologies. Most of
these activities have dealt with Write Once Read
Many (WORM) and Compact Disk Read Only Mem-
ory (CD-ROM) technology.
WORM technology enables users, like the NSSDC
and its "customers," to write data from their tapes or
other media to optical disks. There are two common
form factors, 5 1/4-inch and 12-inch. Most NSSDC
activity has been with 12-inch WORMs, which are
capable of holding 1 GB of data on each side of a two-
sided disk. Capacities are gradually increasing with
time. Lack of widely accepted standards continues to
be a problem.
The NSSDC has developed the SOAR (System for
Optical Archival and Retrieval) software package
for reading from and writing to WORM disks with
VAX/VMS (Files-11) via Unibus, and Q-bus inter-
faces. In Read mode, the WORM disk appears just as
if it were a magnetic disk, but in Write mode, SOAR
diverts directory information to a magnetic disk
where it may be overwritten by VMS until it is moved
to the optical disk upon filling and closing the optical
disk. The current version of SOAR permits the
writing of the directory to a specially allocated opti-
cal disk region on dismounted, not-yet-closed disks.
The NSSDC is currently developing a software pack-
age (Virtual Optical Disk or VOD) to enable a disk
written with certain file structures (e.g., Files-ll)
and under certain operating systems (e.g., VMS) to
be read from and used by computer systems running
operating systems other than the one used in the
disk's creation.
To help deal with the lack of standards in the WORM
environment, the NSSDC has coordinated a competi-
tive mass buy of 12-inch WORM disk drives to be
compatible with VAX computers and the SOAR soft-
ware package. Forty units were purchased under
this procurement, with the great majority being re-
purchased by groups throughout the NSSDC cus-
tomer community. Disk drive recipients will write
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data to their disks for archiving at the NSSDC and
will be able to receive from NSSDC WORM disks
archived by their colleagues.
As a separate application of WORM technology, the
NSSDC has recently taken delivery of a stand-alone
system consisting of a WORM drive, a standard 1/2-
inch tape drive, a smart controller, and a user termi-
nal. With this system, images of tape files may be
moved to optical disks and back again to tape. This
enables the archiving of data on space-conserving
optical disks, yet allows the easy dissemination of
user-requested data files on tapes to users having no
optical disk reading capability.
mendations to layer on top of ISO-9660 is being
developed.
Contact: Ed Grayzeck
Address: NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-9489
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::Grayzeck
(internet) grayzeck@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
The NSSDC has begun migrating data from its tape
archives onto WORM disks. Such data include zodia-
cial light data from Helios, spectral data from the
International Ultraviolet Explorer, and Nimbus 7
SMMR and TOMS data.
WORM technology is the technology of choice when
only a small number of copies of archival data will be
created and when local write capability is required.
NSSDC DATA ARCHIVE AND
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (DADS)
Many projects have been supported at the NSSDC to
implement data archive systems. None, however,
have the potential and scope of the NSSDC Data
Archive and Distribution System (DADS) which is
currently being developed.
Contact:
Address:
Telephone:
Network
Address:
Dr. Joseph H. King
NSSDC, Code 933
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
(301) 286-7355
(SPAN) NCF::KING
(internet) king@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
There are four major software components in the
system: the archiver subsystem, catalog subsystem,
data ingest subsystem, and host/user interface sub-
system. It uses a VAXCluster configuration with al-
most 1.2 terabytes of online optical disk storage. The
hub of the system is two VAX 8250s and one VAX
6410. A crucial part of the system is the mass storage
component of two Cygnet optical disk jukeboxes,
models 1802 and 1803. The jukeboxes are each
configured with two 6.5 gigabyte optical disk drives.
The Cygnet 1802 holds 51 platters and the 1803 holds
131 platters for a total of 1.2 terabytes of online disk
space.
CD-ROM ACTIVITIES
CD-ROM is the technology of choice when a central
organization must create many copies of a given data
set for wide dissemination. Each CD-ROM disk may
hold about 600 MB of digital data.
The NSSDC has purchased a CD-ROM premastering
system for use by NASA groups in the creation of CD-
ROMs. During the first half of 1989, CD-ROMs were
created containing 30 of the most popular Astronomi-
cal Data Center source catalogs, and comet Giacob-
ini-Zinner data taken in situ by the ICE spacecraft
and remotely by various International Halley Watch
ground observatories. A major workshop for users of
these disks and potential users of the NSSDC pre-
mastering workstation was held at the NSSDC in
mid-1989. The definition of standards and recom-
Other components of the cluster include magnetic
tape drives, stand-alone optical disk drives, staging
disks, multiple network access, and a MicroVAX
3300. The jukebox robotics are operated by Cygnet's
Jukebox Interface Management System (JIMS) soft-
ware. Information about the actual data in the
archive is managed by the Data Base Management
System. DADS will support a data ingest of 300 kb/
second into the optical jukebox.
DADS is being designed to support user data re-
quests through online interactive sessions. When
DADS becomes operational in late 1990, the system
will automatically satisfy user requests by having
operators mount removable media, do the copying
from the jukeboxes, and mail the disks and tapes to
the user. In addition, DADS will support network
services which are likely to be the main data distri-
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bution method. Following the test of the hardware
and software systems, DADS will become the focal
point for a number of future NSSDC active project ar-
chives.
Contact: Jeanne Behnke
Address: NSSDC, Code 934
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-8340
Network
Address: (SPAN) ROSAT::BEHNKE
(internet) behnke@rosat.gsfc.nasa.gov
(BITnet) BEHNKE@ROSATBIT
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As mid-summer approaches in the northern hemisphere on Mars, the melting north polar
cap has receded to its smallest size. These overlapping pictures were taken by the Viking
Orbiter 2 television cameras on August 30, 1976, from a range of about 4,000 kilometers
(2,480 miles). The solid white area toward the top (north) is ice, probably both frozen CO 2
and water ice. The dark bands, which are regions devoid of ice, spiral in toward the cap's
center. The reason so little ice occurs in these bands is uncertain but may be related to
winds blowing away from the center of the cap. The southern edge of the cap is at about
82 degrees north latitude. The north pole itself is approximately on the planet's limb (the
horizon at top of photo on right).
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CHAPTER 8
COMPUTER SCIENCE
RESEARCH
DISTRIBUTED ACCESS VIEW INTEGRATED
DATABASE
There is a tremendous diversity of computers, oper-
ating systems, data base management systems, com-
munications alternatives and computer center proto-
cols, which makes it necessary that NASA space sci-
entists learn many different access methods in order
to obtain data for their research. A solution to that
problem is being developed through the Distributed
Access View Integrated Database (DAVID) Project
using an approach called "uniformization." This
approach places a uniform layer on top of each exist-
ing system so the user has to learn only two systems,
his own and the uniform system. The DAVID solu-
tion entails the following approach:
Each computer in a local area network will be mod-
eled as a room of the library. The main room will be
the gateway into the library and will contain the
major administrative functions (administration, ref-
erence, circulation, reproduction, union library, and
remote library desks); the tutorial room will contain
the tutorials on using the library; the catalogue room
will contain a catalog data base of all the items in the
library; the reading room will contain online items of
the library; the personal library room will contain the
user's personal online items; and the management
room will provide online items for managing the local
library. In addition, a union library will contain the
union catalogue which will identify the items over a
consortium of libraries.
Online/Offline Holdings
Libraries
Local area networks will be represented as libraries
and wide area networks as consortiums of libraries.
The library paradigm (see Figure 11) provides a
uniform and well known model for helping users
identify and locate objects that are resident on hetero-
geneous systems.
Both online and offline library holdings will be
managed. Online holdings will include items imme-
diately accessible to the user via terminal access.
Offline holdings will contain items that are not
immediately accessible and generally require hu-
man intervention for acquisition and/or reproduc-
tion. These online and offline holdings will be further
divided into type classes such as data bases, spread-
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Figure 11: DAVID Approach to the Heterogeneous Systems Problem ,
sheets, manuscripts, graphic material, images, maps,
sound recordings, audiovisual media, microforms,
etc. Each type class will include types which vary
depending on the particular type class, that is online
types will include DAVID, Ingres, Oracle, etc., and
offline will include VHS cassette video tapes, 35ram
film, etc.
Online/Offline Tools
DAVID will include tools for accessing and manipu-
lating holdings of a particular type within a particu-
lar type class. Online tools will include computer
programs immediately accessible to the user via
terminal access or through a batch process. The data
base type class will include Oracle, Ingres, and Sybase
data base management software programs as online
tools for holdings of types Oracle, Ingres, and IMS,
respectively. Offline tools will not be immediately
accessible to the user via terminal or batch process,
and generally will require the user to be at the
location of the tool.
Universal Software Tools for Online Holdings
The DAVID system will have universal software
tools for uniformly accessing and manipulating on-
line all holdings within a particular type class. For
example, the DAVID Universal Database Manage-
ment System has universal creating/dropping, read-
ing/modifying, reproduction, user/data base admini-
stration, and system administration tools for differ-
ent online data base types. As a result, the user will
be able to read, update and query data in Oracle,
Ingres, and IMS data bases, correlate the results,
and store the end product as a Sybase data base, all
using the same query language. Other DAVID Uni-
versal Object Type Management Systems will corre-
spond to the type classes manuscript, graphics,
spreadsheets, etc.
Menu, Command, and Host Language Access
The DAVID system will support three levels of user
access. Menu level access will enable the unsophisti-
cated user to access the DAVID library system at a
terminal through a user-friendly menu driven
interface. Command level access will allow the more
sophisticated user to access it through a command
driven interface, and the host language level will
enable the very sophisticated user to access it through
subprogram calls within a program within some
programming language.
The DAVID Project is in the latter stages of develop-
ment. When complete, DAVID will allow users to
communicate with disparate data bases, finding and
accessing data as if they were finding and accessing
literature in their local library.
Contact: Dr. Barry E. Jacobs
Address: NSSDC, Code 934
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-5661
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::BJACOBS
(internet) bjacobs@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
INTELLIGENT DATA MANAGEMENT
PROJECT
The objective of the Intelligent Data Management
Project is the development of Intelligent Information
Fusion (IIF) systems that integrate emerging soft-
ware technologies using 3-D graphics, communica-
tions, object-oriented data bases, natural language
query processing, connectionist models, artificial
neural networks, artificial intelligence techniques,
and expert systems. The research into the utilization
of these technologies will provide the basic informa-
tion environment for NASA's planned space missions
through the foreseeable future. The technical areas
being addressed in our research are as follows:
• Intelligent user interface development
• Automatic data labeling, characterization, and
cataloging
• Knowledge_based geographic information
systems
• Object-oriented data base development
• Knowledge acquisition tools
• Intelligent domain specific resource planning
and scheduling
The concept of this end-to-end information fusion
system will remove from the user the burden of
learning the system architecture, data content, avail-
able resources, and system language. Users can
easily input domain-specific information into the
system which automatically encodes it into a knowl-
edge baseY
The intelligent user interface work has created a
large scale, domain-independent, spatial data man-
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agementexpertsystemthat servesasafront-endto
databasescontainingspatialdata.Thissystemuses
spatialsearchtechniquestogeneratea list ofallthe
primarykeysthat fall within a use_Zsspatialcon-
straintspriortoinvokingthedatabasemanagement
system,whichsubstantiallydecreasestheamountof
time requiredto answera user'squery. Usinga
domain-independentqueryexpert system,it also
preprocessesthe user'sEnglishquery,mappinga
broadclassofqueriesintoasmallersubsethat can
behandledbyacommercialnaturallanguageproc-
essingsystem.Thissystemwasappliedtodatafrom
theIUE satelliteasproofofconcept.Thisworkwas
presentedat the 1989GSFCConferenceonSpace
Applicationsof Artificial Intelligenceandreceived
an "Honorable Mention Award. ''H,_7_4 Figure 12 il-
lustrates this prototype.
The concept of using artificial neural networks for
automatic labeling and characterization of data ob-
jects stems from the enormous data generating capa-
bilities in the next generation of satellite remote
sensors. Current data management technologies
cannot effectively cope with the complexity and
magnitude of data. What is needed is an innovative
approach that creates object-oriented data bases
that characterize, label, and catalog remotely sensed
data "on-the-fly" that are manageable in a domain-
specific context and whose contents are available
interactively and in near-real-time to the user com-
munity. The IDM team recently completed a proto-
type system using a back propagation, supervised,
learning procedure for training layered networks of
neuron-like nodes to recognize objects or features
within a satellite data stream.
The IDM team used values of four spectral bands
from Landsat 4 Thematic Mapper imagery as input
to the network. It was concluded from the results
that information is available in raw spectral values
concerning the ground truth classes into which indi-
vidual pixels can be categorized. The limited train-
ing set precludes any conclusions about how accurate
a neural network could become with this data; how-
ever, the results look very promising. In the future,
this paradigm will be extended to work on multiple
images taken of different locations and from differ-
ent instruments. The decisions concerning applica-
tion of different kinds of networks could eventually
be implemented by an expert system, which could
also procedurally pass along the appropriate meta
information into an object-oriented data base for
interaction by the user in near-real-time with an
intelligent interface described above. This work was
also presented at the 1989 GSFC Conference on
Space Applications of Artificial Intelligence and
received the "Best Paper Award. "6,8. lo Figure 13 il-
lustrates this work.
In the area of knowledge-based Geographic Informa-
tion Systems (GIS), the IDM team is working on the
development of an intelligent interface for adding
spatial objects into a GIS. It is being built on a
prototype GIS currently being developed by the
University of California at Santa Barbara called
KBGIS. This system can accommodate high-level
expert system rules and heuristics as well as efficient
spatial data search techniques through the use of
new data structures, and develops a learning capa-
bility by interaction with the user. The basic differ-
ence between this and traditional GISs is that a
knowledge-based GIS embodies the user's point of
view about the data layers and the manipulation
procedures that can be implemented on those layers,
as well as provides standard GIS capabilities. The
immediate goal is to transform this system into a
portable system by converting the VAX dependencies
to a standard UNIX system.
The IDM staff is also adding the capability to import
Land Analysis System (LAS) imagery easily into its
prototype. Once this work is completed, it will
evaluate the feasibility of linking and customizing a
natural language query processor (NLQP), and a
high-level expert system that will deal with the
pragmatic translation between the NLQP and the
KBGIS. 7 Figure 14 illustrates the current progress.
Contact: William J. Campbell
Address: NSSDC, Code 934
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 USA
Telephone: (301) 286-8785
Network
Address: (SPAN) NCF::CAMPBELL
(internet) campbell@nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov
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Figure 12: Intelligent Data Management Processes - Automatic Data Characterization and Cataloging System Architecture
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• Paper received "Honorable Mention" Award at the 1989 Goddard AI Conference.
• System uses two remotely distributed data bases residing on different machines.
• Knowledge engineered the International Ultraviolet Explorer Satellite Domain.
• System design and results accepted for publication in a refereed journal.
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DISC IPLINE-INDEPENDENT
DATA VISUALIZATION
Critical to the understanding of data is the ability to
provide pictorial or visual representations of those
data, particularly in support of correlative data
analysis. Hence, a researcher must employ tools to
visualize data as one important mechanism in the
exploratory data analysis/interpretation process.
There has been an explosion of technology over the
last few years in methods of computing that take
advantage of the huge bandwidth and processing
power of the human visual system to help compre-
hend large volumes of complex data by giving visual
form utilizing graphics and imaging technology. This
concept of data visualization has the power to bring
an unprecedented capability to the scientific commu-
nity.
an x-y plot along a common time line. On the other
hand, displaying different sets of point data, mapped
grids or images in some arbitrary geographic window
that is independent of the specific data sets in ques-
tion must also be accommodated. Second, a variety
of different visualization techniques must be avail-
able to either examine a single set of parameters from
one source or a number of different parameters from
disparate sources. Specific representation techniques
illustrate different aspects of data. By utilizing a
variety of tools, a visual understanding of data at
appropriate levels of qualitative and quantitative
detail as well as at appropriate microscopic and
macroscopic levels can be achieved. Of course, not all
techniques for representing data are useful for all
data sets. Hence, a wide variety of representation
schemes are necessary to accommodate a disparate
collection of data.
Despite the advancement of this visualization tech-
nology, there are still significant problems in bring-
ing today's hardware and software into the hands of
the typical scientist. For example, there are other
computer science domains outside computer graph-
ics that are required to make visualization effective.
Data management and intuitive human computer
ergonomics are needed to build systems that have
appropriate, easy-to-use interfaces for use with data
of interest. In addition, there are specific rendering
algorithms, data transformations, etc., that can be
cast into a generic framework when part of a visuali-
zation pipeline.
The National Space Science Data Center has an on-
going research and development program to imple-
ment such effective visualization tools using generic
(i.e., data-independent) techniques for the display of
multidimensional data. These efforts are designed to
bring visualization to the space and Earth science
research community in a discipline-independent
fashion. The results of this research are available to
the scientific user community for browsing of data
sets as an adjunct to metadata management, as well
as for data analysis. This research will be of critical
importance for the interpretation of information from
current and planned large-scale data generators,
such as supercomputer-based models and simula-
tions, and spacecraft-based instruments like those of
NASA's Earth Observing System.
Visualization of scientific data in a discipline-inde-
pendent fashion implies two basic tenets. First, to
support correlative data analysis, it is necessary to
be able to look at multiple sets of data in exactly the
same fashion (i.e., visual correlation within a com-
mon framework). This may be as simple as placing
two different parameters from different data sets in
Therefore, discipline-independent visualization
implies the development of software that manages
arbitrary data sets and possesses different tools for
displaying data. In other words, data management
is as important a component of a data visualization
system as underlying graphics and imaging technol-
ogy. To implement a system that can provide these
features in a practical fashion, the management of
and access to the data must be decoupled from the
actual visualization software. Within such a system,
there must be a clean interface between the data and
display of the data so that arbitrary data can be
accessed by the visualization software. Hence, the
visualization software only needs some basic descrip-
tions of the data that it will display, which must be
supported by a uniform data storage format. In
addition, a common user interface for the selection of
the techniques for representing data and associated
options as well as a common design for the actual dis-
plays are required. As a consequence of such an
approach, a software system of this design has an
open framework. It can ingest arbitrary data objects
for visualization, and other visualization techniques
can be added independent of the application. This
implies that a significant reduction in long-term
software development costs can be realized because
new data sets do not require new display software,
and new display techniques do not require new data
access software.
To implement these concepts for the space and Earth
science research community, the NSSDC has devel-
oped the NSSDC Graphics System (NGS), an inter-
active discipline-independent toolbox for non-pro-
grammers to support the visualization of data on the
NSSDC Computer Facility (NCF) DEC VAXClusterY
Parts of the NGS are being recast or ported to
powerful UNIX workstations such as a Sun 4 or a
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SiliconGraphicsIRISto providehighly interactive
visualizationtools. TheNGScanaccessarbitrary
data throughthe NSSDCCommonData Format
(CDF),whichservesasauniforminterfacebetween
thevisualizationtoolsandtheactualdata.TheNGS
supportsdisplaysofanyarbitrarymultidimensional
subsetof anyCDF-basedataset by providinga
largevarietyofdifferentrepresentationschemes,all
of whicharesupportedby implicit animationti.e.,
slicingofadatasetintosequences).
ThedesignoftheNGSprovidesanopen-endedframe-
work for discipline-independentdatavisualization
sothatnewcapabilitiescanbeadded.Newtoolshave
beenimplementedasaresultofNSSDC'sresearchin
severalareasof computerscience,includingnovel
computer
graphics
rendering
techniques
and data
structures.
These in-
clude ren-
dering and
manipula-
tion algo-
rithms with
portableim-
plementa-
tions that
can operate
onanydata
objectfor n-
dimensional
gridding,
geometric(spherical
and carte-
sian) data
modelling,andray-tracingvia recursivespherical
trianglesubdivision.
TheNSSDCiscurrentlyhelpinganumberofscien-
tistsinavarietyofdisciplinesolvetheirproblemsin
scientificdatavisualizationthroughthetoolsavail-
ablein theNGS.Thisresearchsupportis inaddition
totheB-testingandevaluationoftheNGSforfuture
NASAflightmissions,etc.Unfortunately,theforum
of this article preventsthe full powerof the tools
embodiedin theNGSto beshown;neitherdoesit
allowadisplayofthebreadthanddepthoftheseap-
plicationsof visualizationtechnology.Therefore,
Figure15isofferedasabasicsampleofthecapabili-
tiesoftheNGSand,hence,asproofoftheconcepts
outlinedabove.Keepin mindthatthisexampleonly
illustrates onebasicvisualizationtechniqueand
that it aswellasthosenotshown,canbeappliedto
any data.
The figure
visualizes
the mean
sea surface
over the
Aleutian
Trench,
which re-
flects
changes in
the local
bathymet_:¢.
In this pic-
ture an
estimate of
the mean
sea surface
derived
from al-
timeter
data from
Figure 15: Mean Sea Surface of the Bering Sea Showing the Aleutian Trench N A S A' s
The NGS is designed to be portable so that it eventu-
ally can be made available on computer systems
outside of the NCF to promote the exchange of both
software and data. The NGS is already being g-
tested at several VAX/VMS sites on the Space Phys-
ics Analysis Network (SPAN) to evaluate it for poten-
tial use in future flight projects, as well as to support
specific scientific investigations. It is expected that
the NGS implementation for UNIX workstations will
be made widely accessible in the future. In addition,
the NGS is currently available operationally on SPAN
to the users of NSSDC's Network Assisted Coordi-
nated Science System in support of its CDAW activi-
ties, and to users of NSSDC's NCDS.
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SEASAT
and the GOES 3 satellites has been viewed from the
southwest. The data are prepared as a world grid at
one-eighth degree resolution. This three-dimen-
sional image has been tilted in the horizontal by 73 °,
and it is viewed at an inclination of 36". The image
has been illuminated from the southwest with an
artificial light source that has been placed at the
same location as the eyepoint of the viewer. Over this
small region, the mean sea surface reflects the shape
of the ocean bottom rather than subsurface changes
in the composition of the Earth. The large depression
of the sea surface over the trench amounts to 20
meters of height change, whereas the depth of the sea
floor changes by more than 3000 meters across the
trench. Conventional visualization methods cannot
show all of the subtle structure apparent in high-
resolution data such as these sea surface heights
derivedfromaltimeterdata. A genericray-tracing
algorithmavailableintheNGSpermitsasolid,light-
shadedobjectto begeneratedfromanydata,asin
this picture,tobringoutsuchdetails.
Contact:
Address:
GregoryW.Goucher
NSSDC,Code934
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771USA
Telephone:(301)286-2341
Network
Address:(SPAN)NCF::GOUCHER
(internet)goucher@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
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NSSDC ACRONYM AND ABBREVIATION LIST
ADC
AEM
AIAA
ANSI
ARC
ARPAnet
BITnet
BMFT
CCSDS
CDAW
CDDIS
CDF
CD-ROM
CDS
CFA
CFC
CIRA
COADS
CODD
COSPAR
CRRES
CTIO
CZCS
DAB
DADS
DADS
DAN
DAVID
DBMS
DEC
DECnet
DLR
DSUWG
ECMWF
E-HEPnet
ELSET
EOS
ERB
ERBE
ERBS
EROS
ESA
ESO
ESOC
E-SPAN
EUROHEPnet
EXOSAT
Astronomical Data Center
Atmospheric Explorer Mission
American Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics
American National Standards Institute
Ames Research Center (NASA)
Advanced Research Projects Agency Network
Because It's Time (or There) Network
Bundes Ministerium Forschung und Technologie
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
Coordinated Data Analysis Workshop
Crustal Dynamics Data Information System
Common Data Format
Compact Disk-Read Only Memory
Centre de Donnees de Strasbourg
Harvard Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
Chlorofluorocarbons
COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere
Comprehensive Ocean Atmosphere Data Set
Central Online Data Directory
Committee on Space Research
Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (joint
NASA/USAF mission)
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory
Coastal Zone Color Scanner
Data Announcement Bulletin
Data Archive and Distribution System
Document Availability and Distribution Services
Data Analysis Network (Canada)
Distributed Access View Integrated Database
Data Base Management System
Digital Equipment Corporation
DEC Networking Products (generic family name)
Deutsches Forschungs Anstalt fuer Luft und Raumfahrt
Data Systems Users Working Group
European Center for Midrange Weather Forecasting
European High Energ) Physics Network
Element Set
Earth Observing System
Nimbus 7 Earth Radiation Budget Instrument
Nimbus 7 Earth Radiation Budget Satellite
Nimbus 7 Earth Radiation Budget Satellite
Earth Resources Observation System
European Space Agency
European Southern Observatory
European Space Operations Centre
SPAN in Europe
European High Energy Physics Network
European X-Ray Observation Satellite (ESA)
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FBIS
FGGE
FIFE
FIRE
FNOC
FRG
ForeignBroadcastInformationService
First GARPGlobalExperiment
First ISLSCPFieldExperiment
First ISCCPRegionalExperiment
U.S.Navy'sFirst NumericalOceanographyCenter
FederalRepublicofGermany
GGS
GIS
GOES
GPS
GSFC
GlobalGeospaceScience
GeographicInformationSystem
GeostationaryOperationalEnvironmentalSatellite(NASA-NOAA)
GlobalPositioningSystem
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter(NASA)
HEPnet
HRI
HighEnergyPhysicsNetwork(alsoknownasPHYSnet)
HighResolutionInterferometer
IACG
IAGA
ICE
ICSU
IDL
IDM
IGRF
IIFS
IMP
IMS
IRAP
IRAS
IRI
ISCCP
ISLSCP
ISO
ISO
ISTP
IUE
IUESIPS
IUI
IUWDS
Inter-AgencyConsultativeGroup
InternationalAssociationofGeomagnetismandAeronomy
InternationalCometaryExplorer
InternationalCouncilofScientificUnions
InteractiveDataLanguage
IntelligentDataManagement
InternationalGeomagneticReferenceField
IntelligentInformationFusionSystem
InterplanetaryMonitoringPlatform
InternationalMagnetosphericStudy;IonMassSpectrometer
ISLSCPRetrospectiveAnalysisProject
InfraredAstronomicalSatellite(TheNetherlands-NASA-U.K.)
InternationalReferenceIonosphere
InternationalSatelliteCloudClimatologyProject
InternationalSatelliteLandSurfaceClimatologyProgram
InformationSystemsOffice
InternationalStandardsOrganization
InternationalSolar-TerrestrialProgram
InternationalUltravioletExplorer(satellite,NASA-U.K.-ESA)
IUESpectralImageProcessingSystem
IntelligentUserInterface
InternationalURSIGRAMandWorldDaysService
JIMS
JPL
JSC
Cygnet'sJukeboxInterfaceManagementSystem
Jet PropulsionLaboratory(NASA)
JohnsonSpaceCenter(NASA)
KSC KennedySpaceCenter(NASA)
LAS
LAS
LLR
LandAnalysisSoftware
LandAnalysisSystem
LunarLaserRanging
Magsat
MIDAS
MIPS
MIT
MPE
MPP
MSFC
MSIS
MagneticFieldSatellite
MunichImageDataAnalysisSystem
MissionandInformationPlanningSystem
MassachusettsInstituteofTechnology
MaxPlanckInstitute(FederalRepublicofGermany)
MassivelyParallelProcessor
MarshallSpaceFlightCenter(NASA)
MassSpectrometerIncoherentScatter(atmospheremodel)
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NACS
NASA
NCDS
NCF
NCS
NGS
NIC
NLQP
NOAA
NODIS
NODS
NORAD
NPSS
NRAO
NSDSSO
NSF
NSN
NSSDC
NetworkAssistedCoordinatedScience
NationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministration
NASA'sClimateDataSystem(formerlyPCDS)
NSSDCComputerFacility
NetworkComputingSystem
NSSDCGraphicsSystem
NetworkInformationCenter
NaturalLanguageQueryProcessor
NationalOceanographicandAtmosphericAdministration(formerly
ESSA)
NSSDCOnlineDataandInformationServices
NASAOceanDataSystems
NorthAmericanAir DefenseCommand
NASAPacketSwitchedSystem
NationalRadioAstronomyObservatory
NASAScienceDataSystemsStandardsOffice
NationalScienceFoundation
NASAScienceNetwork
NationalSpaceScienceDataCenter(NASA)
ORACLE RelationalDataBaseManagementSystem
PDS
PHYSnet
PI
PLDS
PRA
PROMIS
PSCN
PSN
PSPC
PlanetaryDataSystem
HighEnergyPhysicsNetwork(alsoknownasHEPnet)
PrincipalInvestigator
Pilot LandDataSystem
PlanetaryRadioAstronomy
PolarRegionsOuterMagnetosphereInternationalStudy
ProgramSupportCommunicationsNetwork
PacketSwitchedNetwork
PositionSensitiveProportionalCounter
RAND
RAPSE
ROR
ROSAT
RequestActivity andNameDirectory
Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments
ROSAT Observation Request
Roentgen Satellite (German x-ray research satellite)
SAO
SBP
SDSD
SEASAT
SERC
SIMBAD
SLR
SMM
SOAR
SPACEWARN
SPAN
SPAN_NIC
SQL
SSC
SSL
STARCAT
ST/ECF
STP
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (Smithsonian Institution)
Sedimentary Basins Project
NOAA's Satellite Data Services Division
Sea Satellite (NASA)
Science and Engineering Research Council
Set of Identifications, Measurements, and Bibliography for Astronomical
Data
Satellite Laser Ranging
Solar Maximum Mission
Software for Optical Archival and Retrieval
World Warning Agency for Satellites
Space Physics Analysis Network
SPAN Network Information Center
Standard Query Language
Satellite Situation Center
Space Science Laboratory
Space Telescope Archive and Catalog
Space Telescope/European Coordinating Facility
Solar-Terrestrial Physics
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TAE
TCP/IP
Telenet
THEnet
TMO
TOMS
UARS
U.K.
ULDA
URSI
USGS
US-HEPnet
USRSDC
US-SPAN
VAX
VICAR
VLBI
VOD
VRF
WAN
WDC-A-R&S
WFC
WORM
WWAS
XDR
TransportableApplicationsExecutive
TransmissionControlProtocol/InternetProtocol
PublicpacketswitchednetworkownedbyGTE
TexasHigherEducationNetwork
TableMountainObservatory
TotalOzoneMappingSpectrometer
UpperAtmosphereResearchSatellite
UnitedKingdom
UniformLowDispersionArchive
InternationalUnionofRadioScience
UnitedStatesGeologicalSurvey
U.S.HighEnergyPhysicsNetwork
U.S.ROSATScienceDataCenter
SPANin theU.S.
NASA)
Virtual AddressExtension(DECmimcomputer)
VideoImageCommunicationandRetrieval
VeryLongBaselineInterferometry
Virtual OpticalDisk
VisualReproductionFacility
WideAreaNetwork
WorldDataCenterA for RocketsandSatellites
WideFieldCamera
WriteOnce-ReadMany
WorldWarningAgencyforSatellites
eXternalDataRepresentation
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